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HIS MEM SICK.

Frederick L. Munson's Testimony Before War Department Court
of Inquiry Concerning Canned
Roast Beef.
Washington, March 6. The War department court of inquiry today held

Lieutenant

General Otis Preparing for a Grand
Coup d' Etat When All
Are Landed,

WILL

CRUSH

INSURGENTS

Amerioan Troops Much Annoyed by Sharpshooters Rebel Attack on Water Works

Effectively Repulsed with Considerable Loss to the Enemy.
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Tho daintiest wheel that ever was built.
Its lines are fine as tho finest silk;
Rambler by name, and by nature, tool
At $40 it Will be billed to you.

THE HARDWAREMA.N.

Watch Repairing

Diamond, Opal, Turquols
vetting! a Specially.

Strictly

First-Clas-

s,

S. SPITZ,
ALAV VIAVA

VAJiA

VJT

FILIGREE

MEXICAN
--

AND DEALER

I-

JEWELRY

N-

DIAMONDS, WATCHES, SILVERWARE,
CUT GLASS, DECORATED CHINA.
Examine Eyes free of Charge for Prescription Lenses.

CH AS. WAGNER

FURNITURE CO.
(Incorporated Feb.

ft, 1S99.)

TELEPHONE 88.
Practical Embalmcr and
(Residence Over Store)
Funeral Director.
The only house In the city that carries everything in the
household line. Sold on easy payments.

Glassware

is

Large slock oi Tinwnrc,
Woodcnwarc, Hard-

ware, Lamps, etc.

Lower Frisco St

Washington, March 0. General Otis
reports that nine soldiers havo died of
disease the past week at Manila, and
three from wounds.
There is some reason to expect Important news from Manila within the
next fortnight.
General Otis has practically completed plans for a grand onslaught on the insurgents. It is probable
he will form large part of his force into
columns as soon as his
all land and push these in parallel lines
straight through the jungles, clearing
out the insurgents in every direction.
Tho American troops are restless under
the annoying sharp shooting of the Filipinos and are anxious to stop this.
Forty one thousand officers and men
of combined aroiy and navy forces, comprise the approximate total American
strength now in the Philippines, and en
route under orders for service there. No
are contemfurther
plated.
FAILED

W.H.GOEBE

ra
id lies.
Santa Fe, N, M.

H. B. CART WRIGHT & BRO

TO CAPTCRK

WATER

WORKS.

its last session before starting west to
inspect the packing plants of Chicago,
Omaha and Kansas City. There was
but one witness examined, Lieutenant
Frederick L. Munson, of the 9th infan-

try.

He said during the service in Cuba up
to the surrender of Santiago, his command had bacon and canned roast beef,
in proportion of about ten days of the
former to ten days of the latter, and until the surrender of the city he received
no complaints concerning tho canned
roast beef, but after the surrender his
that
commissary sergeant reported
something was making the men very
sick. After eliminating every other factor, thev concluded it must be the
canned roast tszol and he ordered the
cooks to try fixing up the meat in stews
with hardtack and tomatoes, but it
seemed to make no difference. The men
then discontinued its use.
"Did it not occur to you that It was
your duty to your command to report
this state of things," continued Colonel
Davis rather severely? "As it appears
to me now," said tho witness frankly,
"I may have been negligent."
Of the refrigerator beef the witness
said the principal objection to It was
that it spoiled before the men received
it. He was obliged to condemn his
whole consignment of refrigerator beef
three times. The health of his men remained good until about two weeks before leaving, whon the command broke
down all in a bunch. The sickness was
and stomach
almost entirely howel
troubles.
Tho court adjourned to meet In Chicago on Thursday.

New York, March 6. A dispatch from
Manila dated 10 a.m., today, printed in
the Journal, reports that the Filipinos
attempted today, to capture the water
works six miles from Manila. The at10 Per Cent Increase in Wages.
tack was repulsed with a loss to the rebels of 17 killed and many wounded.
Greenville, Pa., March, 6 Notices
The 2d Oregon and 1st Nebraska regi- have been
posted at Kimbcrly's rolling
ments were engaged. Two Americans
mills, announcing an increase of 10 per
were wounded.
cent in wages.
Valuable Art Collection Burned,
Bead.
The residence of Dr. George L. Miller,
Boston, March 0. Judge Ambrose A.
at Seymour park suburb, was burned Ranuey, a prominent lawyer, is dead at
this morning; loss. $30,000. Many valu- the
of 77. He was a member of the
able art works, letters and documents 47th,age
48th and 4(tth congresses.
collected during the doctor's career as
editor of the Herald were destroyed.
Alabama Constitutional Conventi. n
Ala., March . The
Birmingham,
Union Pacific Lands Sold.
convention in
constitutional
proposed
Omaha, Nebr., March tt. All lands of Alabama
Is being vigorously opposed by
the Union Pacific railroad company in
Republicans, who claim It will disfranNebraska covered by the sinking fund chise tho negroes and otherwise embarrass their rights.
mortgage of 1873, given by the old
to the Union Trust Company of
toDestructive Tornado.
sold
New York as trustee, are being
day in this city. The only bidder so far
Athens, Tenn., March (. A tornado,
manifest is W. D. Cornish, vice president
destroyed 15 houses in
of the Union Pacific Company, and rep- Saturday night,
killed three persons and
Madisonville,
Two
the
protests
company.
resenting
injured ten.
were filed, but the proceedings
occupied practically
Train Men's Narrow Escape.
the entire day.
Dunkirk, N. Y., March 0. A passenReadjustment in Nebraska Senatorial ger train on tho Lake Shore road collided with a switch engine at Westfield
Fight.
Both engines were totally
Lincoln, Neb. March 7. The with- today.
firedrawal of Thompson from the senatorial wrecked, but the engineers and
men escaped without serious Injuries.
race has caused a realignment of the The mail
car was overturned, but the
forces opposed to Hayward. The vote clerks
escaped. Tho other coaches reAllen,
52;
Hayward, mained on the track, but tho passengers
Populist
today was,
32; Webster, 11; Field, 8; Lambcrtson, 5; were
badly shaken up.
Watson, 3; Adams, 1; Reese, 3; Thomp'
son, 1.
Original Foot Pad Tactics.
Tacoma, Washn., March, 0. Two
The Santa Fe Loses a Strong Man.
armed highwaymen lay In ambush on a
A report bicycle path, two miles from tho city,
Kansas City, March 0.
comes from Pueblo, Colo., to the effect last night and robbed seven men between
securing several
that J. J. Frey, general manager of the 8 and 11buto'clock,
less than $10 cash. They
watches,
Santa Fe system, would, on March 15, laid
a log across the patli and stopped
assume the presidency of tho Kansas
as they came to It. After
travellers
&
Gulf
road,
succeeding
City, Pittsburg
hands
A. E. Stlllwell. But this is pronounced robbing the men they tied their
and feet and laid them in a row In the
by local officers of the Gulf road with- bushes.
out foundation.
Tho Pueblo report
stated that Mr. Frey had resigned the
Presidential Appointments.
general managership of the Santa Fe
Washington, March 0. The prcsidont
system to tako effect March 15, and
made the following appointments today:
would be succeeded by Superintendent
Charles H. Dver, now situated at Pue- Assistant director of the census, Fred
blo.
erlck H. Wines, of Illinois; agent for InCharles S. McNichols, of Arizona;
dians,
Budyard Kipling's Sorrow.
Colorado River agency, Arizona, ueorgc
New York, March 6. Josephine Kip W.
Hazlett, of Iowa; Navajo agency in
ling, the eldest child of Eudyard Kip- New Mexico, Fred B. Spriggs, ol New
Alon-zling, died this morning, of pneumonia. York; at Nevada agency, Nevada,
A. Armstrong, of Arizona.
Mr. Kipling is improving.
com-pan-

o

OUTH
IDE
OF
PLAZA

Tel. No. 4;

SPECIAL VALUES IS COFFEE.
We have had put up for us under our
own labe's, two specialties In high grade
coffee.
You will find either of them
better than Is obtainable elsewhere at
tlin an.mA nHp.fi.
3 lb. can "Genuine" Java & Mocha 81 00
25
1 lb. can "Our Own" Java Blend. .

Hil,

GRi,
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POTATOES &

In large or small
quantities.

FLOODS IN THE EAST.

HOW IS TOUR APPETITE?
If it isn't good come down to the BON

TON RESTAURANT, where they can Rapid Rise of Waters in Monongahela and
fix it for you.
Alleghenny Rivers Disastrous to
They keep everything
tho market affords.
Ohio Towns.
Pittsburg, Pa., March 0. The Monon
House for Kent or Sale.
FINE CHINA AND GLASSWARE Containing fine orchard, patch of al- gahela and Allegheny rh'ers are rising
ranldlv. It is expected, however, that
Mrs. ZInser-BacWo carry six open stock patterns of falfa, stable, etc. Apply to
the cold wave win chock tno nooa.
on the south side.
of
two
and
English
OHIO RIVER FLOODED.
PLEASANT
WANTED
LADIES
FOR
This
china.
French
gives purchasers
an unusual opportunity for the selec- HOME WORK in every town to look
Portsmouth, O., March 0. The Ohio
after the interest of old established river has swept over the lower part of
tion of a dinner or tea service.
house; 810 to 825 weekly, with short the city, and the residents have escaped
hours and permanent position. Black-mato higher grounds.
550 Pearl St.; New York City.
CHARLESTON, W. VA., HALF SUBMERGED,
Agents wanted Good live men in
Charleston, W. Va., March 6. The
manuevery locality to represent a large
Is nearly half submerged, but the
city
facturing company and introduce their river is steadily falling. It is estimated
and
large that 5,000 people have been driven from
goods. Steady employment
income in good legitimate business
xne sunqnng nas Deen
Cream puffs, cookies, pies, cakes, assured to men that are honest and their homes,
,;
i.
slight.
cheap- willing to attend to business. Referenturnovers, as good as home-madCINCINNATI IN DANGER.
ces required.
Send self addressed
er, and less work for you.
stamped envelope for reply to The' Cincinnati, March 6. The cold weath
Rex Manufacturing Company, 328 Char-tre- s er of last night decreased the danger of
a disastrous flood, but it Is probable the
Street, New Orleans, La.
lower parts of the city will be inundated.

No. 4 Bakery
e,

first Page Telegraphic
Local Mat tern.

News;

Second Page Editorial.
Third Page Largest Power
House Known; Fashions for
the Ladies.
Fourth Page Dedication or New
Mexico Normal I'nlversily at
Las Vegas.
PERSONAL

MENTION.

Justice Garcla's wife is very sick with
the grip.
Hon. Pedro Perea is in tho capital today from Bernalillo.
Hon. J. S. Clarke, territorial coal Inspector, is at the Palace from Las
Vegas.
Hon. C. A. Spiess. ncrw a well
Las Vegas attorney, is in the capital on
legal business.
Mrs. O. S. Warren, of Silver City, is in
the capital on a business trip and is a
guest at the Palace.
r United States District attorney W. B.
Childers came up from Albuquerque
last night on legal matters.
E. D. McAdam, of Crecdc, came down
last night on a business trip, and regis
tered at the Exchange.
J. M. McDonald, Esq., is in the cap
ital today on legislative business, and
registered at the Exchange.
Fred FuruolF. of Albu
quorque, arrived from his homo last
night, and Is ut the Palace.
Hon. T. A. Finical, of Albuquerque,
returned last night to the scene of his
legislative labors, and is at the Palace.
Manager James Duggan of the Ma
drid coal mines was over from Madrid
yesterday, and a guest at the Palace.
Hon. J. E. Wharton of White Oaks
returned last night from the south in
attendance on his legislative duties.
Hon. Eugenio Romoro and Hon. J. S.
Duncan, of Las Vegas, have returned
from spending Sunday at their uoiro,
and are at the Palace.
Hon. Martin Lehman came up from
Las Cruces yesterday, on legislative
matters, and is registered at the Palace.
Frank Becker, the Santa Cruz mer
chant, spent the day in Santa Fe at
tending to business oeiore the probate
court.
General Agent T. G. Helm, of the
Denver & Rio Grande road, left for
Arizona yesterday afternoon', on a busi
ness trip for his road.
B.Ruppe, the Albuquerque druggist
and a member of territorial board of
pharmacy, is in the city attending a
meeting of the board.
Rev. W. II. Moore, tho Presbyterian
pastor, went south to El Paso this afternoon, on a two weeks visit with his
brother, Rev. H. W. Mooro of tho Presbyterian churchthere.
E. G. Murphv, of the Murphy-Va- n
Potten Drug Company of Las Vegas,
and a member of tho territorial board of
pharmacyy ft"ln the city in attendance
upon a meeting of the board.
Siinerlntendent Colo Lvdon. of the T).
& R. G., arrived from tlio north Satur
day night, and registered at tho Palace,
lie returned this morning.
Captain S. H. Simpson, of Taos, who
has been In this city to meet an eastern
friend, returned home this morning.
James Allen, of New York, one of the
most prominent decorators in the United
States, arrived last night from Havana
and Vera Cruz, and leaves for tho north
and east tonight. He registered at tho
Palace.
Dr. Thomas O'Hagan, of Toronto,
Canada, who has been in tho citv for a
week past, lecturing on literary sub
jects at tho Lorctto academy, loft this
afternoon tor han Antonio, Tex., where
he will speak before the citizens in that
place.
C. Porterfield,
of Silver
W.
City,
member of the territorial board of
a
and
business
pharmacy
mau in tne soutnern part oi the territory,
is in the city to attend a meeting of the
board of pharmacy.
Captain A. 11. Fall, of the 1st Terri
torials, returned home this week and
was warmly greeted by his many friends.
Mrs. Fall and tho children, who have
been for some time in Clarksville, Tex.,
visiting relatives, will not return until
summer. Rio Grande Republican.
There was a great deal of hearty hand
shaking last Saturday morning when
this distinguished citizen of our little
city appeared on its streets, fresh from
military service at Albany, Ga. Before
the territorial regiment was mustered
out Lieutenant Cruickshank had been
promoted to the rank of captain and
transferred to the surgeon general's
staff. An official telegram reached him
on Monday, requesting his immediate re
turn to Albany, and on Tuesday he de- )artcd with the understanding that he
s at once to proceed to Havana for ser
vice in the surgical department of the
regular army. San Marclal Boo.
First Lieutenant John W. Catron, of
tho 1st territorial regiment, returned
home last fright. After being mustered
out, the lieutenant spent considerable
time in Washington, Chicago and Lexington. In the latter places he visited
his brothers who are attending tho Chi
cago University and Wontworth Military
academy, rne many friends oi Air.
Catron are greeting him with tho warm
est congratulations for tho exceptional
record which he made while in the ser
vice, but the boys whom he officered
were disappointed because they received
no advice of his proposed return and the
arrangements made to give him a warm
reception wero consequently frustrated.
He is fairly idolized by the boys and
they seem to take special delight in lion
oring him.
to-d- o

n

LEGISLATIVE GOSSIP.

A CROWNING

THE DAY'S PROCEEDINGS:
In the home today hills were Introduced for the protection of parties interested in aceqnias: to create tho office of
commissioner of mineral resources; to
regulate the sale of malt, vinous and
spiritous liquors; to repeal the section
of tho compiled laws relative to poll tax:
to amend the voting laws and to encourage the horticultural and fruit
raising industries. Substitute for council
bill No. 52, relative to the larceny of
calves, was passed as was the council
bill to supply justices of tho peace with
copies of the compiled laws. A petition
was received and read from tho citizens
of San Miguel county requesting the
passage of Councilman Duncan's bill
for the protection of local building and
loan associations.
Special committees
to investigate the University of New
Mexico and the school of mines reThe latter committee recomported.
mended tabling the bill to grant free
assays.
In tho council the bill fixing the liquor
and gambling license in tho territory,
known as C. B. No. 9:.', was amended by
striking out the section referring to
liquor, and passed. The committees to
visit the insane asylum and normal institute at Las Vegas, made most favorable reports. Bills were introduced as
follows: By Hon. H. O. Bursum, to provide for the assessment and taxation
of land grants unpatented.
By Hon. E.
Romero, to provide for the establishment
and maintenance of a reform school in
Guadalupe county. By Hon. T. A. Finical, to. regulate the business of fire insurance companies. By Hon. J. M.
to divide Colfax county.
The council committee on finance and
appropriations was busily engaged all
day Saturday in drawing the annual
appropriation bill. It Is believed the
measure will bo Introduced tomorrow by
the chairman of the committee.
It is understood that no nominations
of any importance will be sent by the
governor this week to tho council, for
consideration and confirmation.
The bill providing for the protection
of home loan and building companies
is being considered by the members and
is meeting with favor.
Councilman
Duncan, introducer, of the bill is putting in souk! strong work for its pasuge,
It ought to pass. The foreign loan and
building companies have had a mighty
soft snap for 10 years in this territory,
now give the home companies a chance.

ii

(Concluded from Fourth
so ably managt-- d

States and

ae.)

that

It

speaks in the most glowing terms of the
hlghest type of western civilization and
progress.
The school was opened October 3,
1S98, with 75 students, and the present
enrollment is 175. Nine counties of New
Mexico and seven states are represented
in the roster of students. The building,
which is shown by the accompanying
cut to be one of exceptional b?auty, occupies an eminent position in the center
of the city. It has 29 rooms and contains
steam heat, electric light, mountain
water and the best of modern conveniences. The faculty has been gathered
from Stanford university, Chicago university, Tarkio college, Lincoln normal
n
school and other
educational institutions.
It consists of the following persons: Edgar L. Hewitt, M.
Pd., president, philosophy and history
of education, educational psychology,
child study; Richard H. Powell, A. M.,
literature and history, training work;
Inez D. Rice, A. B., physiology, physics,
mathematics, training work; J. Graham McNary, A. B., ancient and modern languages, vocal music; W. L. Edwards, M, Accts., commercial department, actual business, stenography,
penmanship; Maggie J. Bucher, M. E.
L., principal of model schools; Mrs. V.
B. Bunker, model teacher, upper grammar grades;
Flora Beschle, model
teacher, uper grammar grades; Jessie
M. Himes, model teacher, lower grammar grades; Caroline W. Brewster, A.
B. , model
upper
teacher,
primary
grades; Minnie Holzman, model teacher, lower primary grades.
The courses of study In the school are
equal to those adopted by the oldest
normal schools in the United States.
This year a class of five will graduate,
and the class of 1900 will probably number 20 graduates.
The average age of
the students in attendance is 2!i years.
A magazine is maintained, The .Southwest, which circulates over the entire
territory and quite extensiveqly in the
United States. The university is now
preparing a special summer term for
teachers who cannot come in until their
schools close in the spring. A scientific
expedition will go out from the school
WANTED Good, plain cook for private nexl? summer for the purpose of doing
family of eight persons. Apply to Mrs. field work in geology, botany and
A. M. Bergere, Federal Place.
archaeology. The economical management of the board Is worthy of especial
mention. The model, preparatory and
MINOR CITY TOPICS.
commercial schools are run entirely
without expense to the territory. The
U. S. weather bureau forcast for New fund provided by the territory is exMexico:
pended entirely on the legitimate and
Fair tonight and Tuesday.
Francisco Miora, of Taos, Is in the proper normal work.
city on business and stops at tho Bon
PROPOSALS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT
Ton.
Over 200 guests participated in the SYSTEM. Department of tho Interior,
Office of Indian Affairs, Washington, D.
grand Sunday dimmer given at the Bon
C, February 27, 189'J. Sealed proposals,
Ton restaurant vestordav.
endorsed 'Proposals for Electric Light.
r
eight-yeaThe
old so.iof
Alarid Santa B'e,'" and addressed to ' the Comwas burled this morning from the Ca- missioner of Indian Affairs, Washingthedral, in Rosario cemetery.
ton, D. C, will be received at the
C. F. Johnson
1
and Frank E. Feith. Indian Office until
o'clock
p.
two mining men from El Paso, are in m. of Monday, March '27. 18!M.
mathe city on their way to Bland. They for furnishing' the necessary
are stopping at the Bon Ton.
terials and labor required to construct
Regular monthly communication of and complete an electric light system at
Montezuma Lodge, No. 1, A. F. and A. the U. S. Indian school, Santa Fe, N.
Masons at Masonic hall this evening. M., in strict accordance with the plans,
bidVisiting Masons cordially Invited to at specifications and instructions to Inders which may be examined at the
tend.
offices
J. M. Montoya, Jr., of Pena Blanca. dian Ofh'ce, Washington, D. C, the N.
M.,
who Is freighting between this city and of the New Mexican, of Santa Fe,
the Journal, of Kansas City, Mo., the
was
here
and
after
Bland,
yesterday
Builders' & Traders' Exchange, Omaha,
loading left for Bland. Ho stopped at Neb., the Northwestern
Manufacturers'
the Bon Ton.
Association, of St. Paul, Minn., tho U.
Tho electric lights will run tonight S. Indian Warehouse, No. 1002, State
until midnight, as the debris has been St., Chicago, III., and at the above
cleaned away from in front of the reser- school. For further Information applivoir pipe; and by tomorrow night, Man- cation should bo made to A. H. Viets,
ager Day expects there will bo enough Supt., Indian School, Santa Fe, N. M.
water accumulated to run the dynamos Signed, W. A. JONES, Commissioner.
all night.
Yesterday tho thermometer at the
local weather
bureau registered as
follows: Maximum temperature, 40
5:30
20
p. m.; minimum,
degrees at
at 7:45 a. m. The mean temperature lor
the 24 hours was 30 degrees, mean dally
humidity 34 per cent.
Saturday the thermometer at the
Beat Located Hotel in City.
local weather bureau registered as follows: Maximum temperature 40 degrees 3:35 p. m. minimum, 22 degrees at
4:40 a.m. The mean temperature for
the 24 hours was 34 degrees, mean daily
humidity 34 per cent.
Myrtle lodge, Daughters of Rebekah,
l. u. u. r ., meets in regular session tomorrow evening, at 7:30. As business
Special rates by the Week or Month
for Table Board, with or without
of special importance comes before the
room.
a full attendance is re
members,
IS. K. Corner omasa.
quested.
There will be 40 hoavy locomotives
shipped over the Santa Fe road within
the next 90 pays for the Mexican Cen
tral road, rrom tho Baldwin works at
Philadelphia, tho Brooks works at Dunkirk, N. Y., and the Rogers works at
Patterson, N. J. The prosperity of the
to The
Mexican Central road has been remark- (Successor
Jake Levy MerGo.
able in the last six months. Passenger
chant Tailoring
traffic especially has been veryheavy of
Company.)
lato on tho Central.
City Physician Knapp is not giving
special or detailed attention to the local
smallpox cases, as the city is in arrears TAILORING-Awith him and no prospects for pay, and
he cannot afford to neglect his practice
for city work without remuneration.
The officials say there la no money in
the city treasury, and the municipal
authorities are therefore helpless. So,
as far as he can see, the proper thing is
for the citizens to hold a mass meeting
and raise subscriptions with which to
fight the smallpox. About all he can
do is to have the marshal place yellow
MGR.
flags In front of the infected premises,
and warn people against entering such
est Side of Plan
Santa
,N.
places.
Tho sidewalk in front of tho Riven
burg property on Palace avenue has
been placed in good condition by tho
owner of the property. Every public
spirited citizen will follow suit, and citizens who are not public spirited should
be compelled to.
well-know-

Val-de- z,

J".,

Tbe Excbange Hotel,

J. T. FORSHA, Prop.

$1.50

PER $2

:D.A.ir.

The Santa Fe Merchant
Tailoring

STRICTLY

FINE

For Rent.
Queen of Belgium Very Low.
Six rooms to rent in Gildersleeve resiMarch 6, Queen Marie Hen
avenue.
Palace
Brussels,
dence, upper
Inquire
CHASE & SANRORN
at residence or office of Geo. W. Knaebel rietta is suffering from bronchial pneu
OLIVES AND OLIVE OIL.
SO YOU WONDER
monia, and as she is weaker death is
of the tea con
Import
A large selection of tho medium and
sumed in the United States. We are Why the BON TON RESTAURANT feared.
finer grades, Including several specialtheir exclusive agents In Santa Fe, and does good business? You shouldn't,
Telegraph Strike Threatened.
ties.
can
you the "finest grown" at bot- when you stop to consider that it is the
Denver, March 6. A strike of the
Queen olives stuffed with Spanish tom give
foil
In
tin
town
In
where
prices.
pound
they keep
only place
sweet peppers.
operators on the Colorado & Southern
packes 40 cents.
English breakfast everything the market affords.
Queen olives stuffed with anchoves.
Oolong, Orange Pekoe.
railway may be ordered, as W. V. Pow
Stockholders Meeting.
ell, grand chiet oi tne order oi railway
A meeting of the stockholders of the telegraphers, Is in the city to make a
Santa Fe Progress & Improvement Com- last effort to secure a new scale of wages
Is prepared at our brewery and is
com
pany, for the election of officers and for operators by the ollicers of that
PfiOPER COMPOUNDING
unequaied in quality, purity
such other business as may come before pany.Qwho thus far havo refused to guaranteed
and medicinal virtue.
tne oraer.
m.
omce
recognize
tne
Air.
a
will
held
at
oi
be
Of prescriptions is no child's play, it,
AjfiiErsKR-BuRcBhewino Ass'n.
2899.
March
on
Powder Magasins Exploded,
It requires conscientious oare and Flske, Tuesday, 1j. a.21,uarvky,
Toulon, France, March 8. Sixty men
Secretary
accurate knowledge of drugs and
Pine Havana,
were killed, and over hundred wounded
their relations to each other. We
Finest line of Havana cigars at
by an explosion of the powder magazine
Stockholders Annual Meeting.
at Lagoubran, yesterday. For miles scheurlch's.
take an honest pride in the purity The regular annual meeting of the around
the town the houses were demo
He Slaughtered His Family.
of our drugs, and the skill and ac- stockholders of the Mutual Building
the ground turn up.
lished
and
JN.
and Loan Association of Santa t o.
Center, Kans, , March fl. Thomas
Clay
curacy with which we compound M., for the election of a board of direc
Motion for New Trial Overruled
sheriff of Lynn county, has
O'Conner,
and
for
such
the
ensuing year,
EO. V. AMBROSE, Aat.
them on your physioian's order. tors forbusiness
Kas., March fi. Judge Hazon wired Dnuutv Sheriff MeXiirht of this
Topeka,
beas
come
other
legally
No substituting need be feared fore It, will be held may
at the office of the overruled the motion for a new trial of i city that. John Gilbert the alleged mur Leave orders at Slaughter's barber shop.
of his family at industry, is under
Basket leaves Tuesday at 2:30 o'clock
secretary on Wednesday, March 8, 1899, the John Collins murder case. Collins derer
of at
.
'
and returns on Friday. We pall all
was convicted of killing his father, J. arrest there, and" has made a complete
at 8 o'clock p. m,
confession.
!
S. Collins, a prominent real estate man,
A. A. Atkinson, Snc'y.
express charges.
IRELAND'S PHARMACY.
one-ha- lf

GLORY.

POPULAR
PRICES.

,

person

yusdorf,

JACOB WELTUER

,

ALBUQUERQUE

Books andStationery
PERIODICALS

STEAM LAUNDRY,

,

I

SCHOOL BOOKS,

SCHfTL SUPPLIES.'

Stnttonary Sundries, Etc.
out to tcc ordtrcd at eastern
prioes, and sabsi riptlone reeWd fol
II periodicals.
Rook

nation to awe Europe wbon more than
onf of hnr powers were only waiting a
favorable opportunity to spring on the
United States and disable or dismember
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
if two or three soldher.
iers are killed in-fight with the Filimatter at the
Wintered as Second-Clas- s
clie
pinos, iniieli is made over it, and in
Stint Fe Postothce.
lights before Santiago the loss of a few
hundred men was regarded assonu'thini
rfATKS OF SUBSCKII'TION.
25
$
Daily, per week, by carrier
dreadful. This comitrv has been very
l.UO
Daily, per month, by carrier
100 fortunate in its losses of troops in the
Daily, per month, by mail
2 00
Daily, three mouths, by mail
late war.
,
Daily, six months, by mail

THE NEW MEXICO

Santa Fe New Mexican

Xow-a-day-

i i

Daily, one year, by mail
Weekly, per month
Weekly, per quarter
Weekly, six mouths
Weekly, per year

25
75

A

Military

.

Roswell, New Mexico.
riiRMII

Meritorious Measure.

One of the most meritorious bills be
fore the present legislature, is the one
known as council bill No. 7!i. which was
Mexican is the oldest news-papCThen New
New Mexico. It is sent to every introduced by Hon. James S. Duncan
Post irtice in the Territory and lias a large
and is intended to protect the interest!
nd g'owing circulation among the intelligent and progressive people of thesouthwest. of the people of the territory who art1

Instituted

THE

First National Bank

September, '98, Ends June, 99.

Session

Santa Fe,

N. M.

and

CHAS. F. EASLET,
(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, N. M. Land and
mining business a specialty.

s,

per session. Tuition alone
Tuition, board, and laundry, 250
$60 per session
noted health

for

.

O.

UNITED STATES DESIGNATED DEPOSITARY

MBADORS.

R.

RED!

OTJR PLACE.

President.

J. PALEN

J.

The Sign of the

1

GEO.W. KNAEBEL,
In Griffin Block. Collection!

EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Santa Fa, New Mexico. Office In
Catron Block.

Begins
Students.
Five Teachers (Men), and Matron. Accommodations for 300
New Buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and complete,
all conveniences.
steam-heatebaths, water-work-

"ml,"'

1

Office-Grif-

Lawyer

00
2.0(1

1

CHAS. A. SPIESS.

District Attorney for the First Judicial Dis
lu till inecuurui ui me x r
trict r raoucetj
fin
Block, Santa Fe, N. M
ritory.
searching titles a specialty.

1

RATES.

MAX. FROST,

Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Office

OIF1

ITAKY SCHOOL, OF MEW MEXICO ESTABLISHED
AXD SUPPORTED BY THE TEKKlloni

to accumulate
money
indeavoring
Session is three terms, thirteen weeks each. Roswell is a
excellent people.
Wanted One cent a word each insertion.
through the agency of building and
3,700 feet above sea level;
resort,
I.ocjl Ten cents per line each insertion.
loan associations. The bill places safeTwenty-fRj"EjC3-!E!J5rT- 5
Preferred
Local
position
Heading
cents per line eaoh insertion.
ive
swc"'
guards around the stockholders in such
John W. Poe, Konr.ll,
Disnlavnd Two dollars an inch, single col
J. C. Lea, Roswell,
Roswell,
Nathan
umn, per month in Daily. One dollar an associations, which are badly needed
Jatta,
ncli, single column, in either English or and will result in
J. O. Cameron, Eddy.
preventing fraud and
Spanish Weekly.
Additional prices and particulars given on dishonest dealings. In addition to these
particulars address:
receipt of a copy ot matter to oe inserted.
safeguards, the measure provides that
J".A-Etwice a year building and loan associa
Superimeiiueiii
MONDAY, MARCH 0,
tions doing business in Now Mexico
shall file with the clerk and recorder of
Nine more working days, gentlemen the county in which the principal busi
conducted
is
ness
of
such
and
organizations
Be
of the assembly.
doing.
up
a statement under oath, of the amoun
The senate of the 55th congress has ad-authorized capital and the par value
ourned and, titanic rrovitience, tne tie-- 0f each. share of stock, the number ot
publicans will have a majority in that! shares sold during the preceding si
CA-ILiIBIsrTWEST SIDE OF PLAZA.
E
can
bodv ot the !ltn and !7tn congresses, months, the number of shares
Vsns
TO
of
ATTENTION
much
the
for
means
CALLS
This
celled and withdrawn during that time
prosperity
the country and for decent and patriotic the number of shares in force at th'
77
CC
SIFIRIHSTG-S.- )
end of the preceding six months, a d(
legislation.
tailed statement of receipts and dis
can be ObHere business is conducted on Business Principles. Here
The carping pessimists who declare bursements, including a detailed state
of Liquid Refreshments
form
Goods
in
the
Class
First
tained Strictly
that nothing jjood can come from the ment of assets and liabilities.
and Cigars.
From the greater number of the pro
great territory of New Mexico are reto
the
watch
invited
develop visions of the bills, associations organspectfully
ments of the territory during the year ized under the laws of the territory and
ISiiO.
Mines of wonderful wealth will doing business in only one county in
be the wonder of the world, railroads New Mexico, are exempt, thus protect
win be bunt, irrigation enterprises win ing home organizations from the en- be put on foot and every industry known croachments ot foreign corporations, to
to the southwest will assume proportions tile detriment of the development of
heretofore unknown. The New Mexi home enterprises.
The foreign comcan is in a position to confidently pre panies now doing business in New Mex
dict, a prosperity for the territory during ico have virtually a monopoly on the
, i
Celebrated Hot springs are locateain ine miass miles
the present year which will eclipse any business carried on by building and loan
,,c.0j
of
north
miles west of Taos, and fifty
THESE Dwellers, twenty-fiv- e
on the Denver
Station
Barranca
one decade of the past.
miles
stockholders
from
twelve
while the
Fe, and about
associations,
& Rio Grande Railway, from which point a daily line of stages run to the
The gases
to 1.22
actually have no protection save that
Springs. The temperature of these waters is from 900
dry and delightful the year
are carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate very 1110
Congress has adjourned leaving the given by the personal honesty of tho
now
a
noiei
lor
commoaioua
is
round. There
juiiyj.i;cuuu
business of the country In anything but officers at the head of them. Were the
and tourists. These waters contain 1686.24 grains of alkaline salts tp the
world. The efficacy
being the riohest alkaline Hot Springs in themiraculous
a satisfactory shape and a special session Duncan bill
gallon;
restrictions
cures atthe
placed
law;
of these waters has been thoroughly tested by the
-Pdiseases
Rheumatism,
Neuralgia,
of the Stith congress may be expected
in
the
to
following
aralysis,
tested
them
upon foreign companies will compel
of
Disease
the
Kidneys, Syphilitic and
Consumption, Malaria, Bright's
hefore many weeks. If an extra to either withdraw or pay more regard to
Mercurial Airectlons, ocroiuia, uantrrn, ijb wrii, c...
$2.50
and
per day. Reduced",
Bathing,
plaints, etc., etc. Board, Lodging
session is convened by president Mc- the
at all seasons and is
rates given by the month. This resort is attractive
rights of stockholders. The liberal DO YOU
A
leave
can
Santa Fe at 10:0
Caliente
be
for
open all winter. Passengers 5 Ojo
placed provisions made for home associations
Kinley, the blame, should
a; m. and reach Ojo Caliente at p. m. the same day. Fare fpr the round
address
where it belongs, on the shoulders will increase tho number in the territ7.
further
For
to
particulars
trip from Sauta Fe Ojo Caliente,
in
of the Democratic obstructionists
ory' and add to the wealth of the peo
the 55tli congress. The condition of ple in general.
the country, in relation to the new pos
Ojo Caliente, Taos County New Mexico
Viewed from whatever standpoint
sessions which have keen acquired as a that may be takn, the Duncan bill
result of the war with Spain, have been should be passed bv the legislature at
such that all party feeling should have tho earliest possible moment. It is a
been laid aside for the good of the srood bill, drawn with great care, and
country, but a few old grannies in the will promote the good of the territory
senate have been successful in prevent in that it will keep large amounts of
ing needed legislation in the past ses money at home for local investments
sion, and the president can hardly avoid and wilj give an incentive to the accu
convening the 50th congress within a mulation of wealth by the industrious
few weeks..
waffe earners who are contributing to
the prosperity of New Mexico.
Despite the yelps of an envious sheet
CEI.EBRAT-EDJWIIEELS
or two, and tho lies of a few two by
A Pleasant Bit ol Fiction.
W lOU CAM POSITIVELY SECURE ME OF OCR
four would-bstatesmen, the 33d legis
this
reaches
The cheering intelligence
FOR 30 CEMT8.
Both are voursi you go East on the Chicago Spec
lative assembly is keeping up an excel
ial. or the Vestibuli Flyer, tho Burlington's SOLlt
city from El Paso that General Mills, of
lent record and passing wholesome, the International
For Particulars Address,
TRAINS for Omaha, Chicago, Kansas City and St.
lioundary commission
Louis.
timely and needed legislation. No scan- still cousiders the Rio Grande river navi
The Special leaves Denver at 1,40 p. m. The Flyer
dals attach to tho records of the
there
and
El
and
above
at
Paso,
gable
at 9.50 p. in.
ILL.
CHICAGO,
members of the present
assembly fore
d
be
Street.
Suite 22,
subject to federal control, lo
So
The Flyer has sleeping, dining, and chair-carand no charges of corruption have sure, no vessels have entered or cleared
it
has the Special. In addition it lias a library-ca- r
been made in connection with any at that
of
man
port within the memory
source of perpetual joy to the man who wans to
'
measure which has been introduced, ex historic or prehistoric, and for a fai
LltE as he goes through life.
WHAT TO BUY OR
cept by a few evil minded and jealous share of each season the river bed be
"
I rill St.
Ticket Office
WHERE TO BUY IT?
liars who are not for tho truth, but tween El Paso and Juarez is as barren
selfwould ruin anyone's reputation for
. W. Vaflery, Cen't
DciiTer.
of moisture as a telephone pole Is of
interest, to appease every hatred and foliage; but then, that cuts no figur- eADVER
venom, or for political reasons. This Is a not with General Mills, or with the en
decided contrast with the record of the
t6rprising gentlemen back of him in the
Populistic legislative assembly in Colo international dam scheme, whose jeani
rado, where it Is alleged that $50,000 are wuukl be enriched by condemnation, at
being used in the creation of Toller a fat figure, of present valueless land
county; or with Utah, where charges of brought under the reservoir s flood line
corruption are thick and numerous in should federal aid build that dam
that Democratic legislature, and soon
Now, the nroof that tho Rio Grande
a:id so forth. New Mexico is doing all river is a navigable stream at or abov
risrlit, so is its 33d legislative assembly, El Paso may be purely theoretical, a
and no mistake about it.
legal fiction, an ingenious and artful
composition of word painting, something
The senate has adjourned without within the realms of
poetic fancy. But
taking action on the nominations of Rear that cuts no appreciable quantity of ice
Admirals Sampson and Schley to be vice either. General Mills is evidently over
FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS
"VEC3-A.Sadmirals. This is due to the sensational
appreciative of that maxim In equity
In
Admiral
Schley's pub iuriswrudence that holds, "Whatever
developments
lished statement, which shows him to
ought to be, is; and what ought to hav
have been the victim of Sampson's been
done, has in fact been done." The
Ever since
ambition.
overweening
Rio Grande ought to be navigable above
"THE HEART OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM,'
Sampson's report of the destruction of El Paso; therefore, it is navigable; and
en
was
in
which
Cervera's fleet,
Schley
any man who has the temerity to deny
tirely ignored, there has been a general the proposition why lead him quietly
suspicion that there was much remain hnhind a cowshed and hit him In th
lug to bo told of Sampson's peculiar code head with an axe.
1
NORMAL A professional training course for teachers. Diploma
of ethics in the Spanish war, and it was
The late General Benjamin P. Butler
life certificate to teach in any of the public schools of New Mexico.
brought out in the senate that Schley once illustrated uenerai miiis pusiuun
A broad general course Diploma admits to all lead
2 ACADEMIC
for Samp in
was being made a scape-goa- t
Ing colleges and universities.
a taking way. It was in a contro
A thorough training course for business life,
3 COMMERCIAL
son's short'comings. As the friends of the
versy relative to one's imaginative pow
actual business, stenography, penmanship, commercial law, &c.
two admirals could not agree within ers in
A thorough course in the common branches
4 PREPARATORY
appeasing hunger; the occasion
the short time left for consideration of being the ludicruous uncertainty of the
for those who have not had the benefit of graded school advantages.
5 MODEL' SCHOOLS
An auxiliary to the normal course. A school
business, the nominations foil by the almoner of Boston as to how he should
for children of all grades.
wayside for the Incoming senate to con feed the city poor in a certain financial
sider. The matter should be settled, and
A faculty of specialists from the leading normal schools, colpinch. General Butler, with a suspicious
justice done at the earliest possible quiver of that superabundant eyelid of
leges and universities or America.
moment.
a
hire
almoner
the
that
his, suggested
ADDRESS ALL INQUIRIES TO
hall and paint upon the walls thereof
The Difference in Losses in War.
seductive looking beefsteaks, broiled
There has been ceneral remark in chops, juicy roast turkey, the succulent
military circles of the insignificant los vegetable and, in fact, a whole menu of
ses of the American forces in the Span the most Inviting dishes. Then lead the Outstanding Assurance Doccmber 31, 1898
t9S7,157,134 OO
198,363,617 OO
ish and Philippine wars as compared city poor within, tell them to imagine Assurance Applied for In 18!)8
30,318,878 OO
with the losses on both sides during the the depicted edibles to be the solid, ge- Examined and declined
OO
.
168,043,739
Issued
Assurance
New
war ot the rebellion, In the great fights nuine article, and Invite thorn to par- Income
"
"
50,349,386 78
'
v
358,369,398 54
that marked that prolonged struggle, take of the generous repast until filled Assets December 31. 1808
tho losses would run up to over 30,000 to regletlon.
Assurance Fund (lS,8!)8,3.r0) and all other liabilities" (3,160"
"
"
301,058,809 37
550 2'
men. wluinff out whole brigades, Tho
General Mills might have a series of
57,310,489 37
Surplu
destruction of life in such fights
34 '030,533 43
views painted of ocean lines and foreign Pali
1808
Pi
Cold Harbor, Shiloh, Pittsburg Landing,
ships of war entering and leaving the
r.ntt.vahnrir. tho Wilderness, Antletam port of El Paso, busy wharves, Hudson
B. Hyde,
nnri hnfore Fredericksburg, was someriver ferry boats plying between El Paso
On the European Plan, or Board and Room 1.50 to (9 per
It carried the mind and Juarez, etc., ana men snna tne same
ihinir i.rallliiu.
Alexander? Vice
n, Biw'at, battles between Rome to Washington for official consumption
.
It might give the United States Supreme
day. Special rates by the week.
nd Carthage, especially the rurtha- arer yjow of the 8ltuatlon, be
ITER N. PARKIIURST, General Manager,
where 40,000 ln9trumental in reversing the decisions
Cannae
at
victory
glnlan
of the .flower of the Roman army were 0f the New Mexico courts, which take a
SPACIOUS SAMPLE ROOMS FOB COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS- Mexico and Arizona Department,
dMtd on the field. A million of lives different view as to the navigability of
.
from Uenerai Mills and
.
. i
.I., the Rio Grande
ALUIJITERQIIE, 5f. M
were ion on uoiu .
i
friends, and in some hocus poena wa;
When In SllverClty
FRANK E. M1LSTED
was
Pro?.
sontn
tue
,
and
American civil war,
ReidciK.
dnco con!rres8 to extend that muc
at the Boat Hotel.
Stop
S.
In
Htamllv drenched in blood. And yot, desired aid in construction of the
fai., SANTA FE.
nnniiirli vitality left In the I ternatlonal dam
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ATTOKME8 AT LAW.

Cashier.

H. VAUGHN

rSJQi

i

i

i

i

I

E. A. FISEE,
Attorney and Counselor at Law, P. O. Box
New Mexico. Practice! In
Santa
Fe,
"F,"
Supreme and all Dlitrlct Court! ot New

uexioo.

CONWAY

Hawkins,

City,
Attorney! and Coumelori at Law, Sliver to
all
New Mexloo. Prompt attention given
builnen entrusted to our care.
A. B.RENEHAN,
Attorney at Law. Practices In all Territorial
of Claims.
Court. Commluloner Court Rooms
8 and
Colleotlom and title searching.
Spiegelberg moon.

INSURANCE.
S.E.LANKARD,

Insurance Agent. Offices Griffin Building, Palace avenue. Represents the largest com
auies doing business in tne territory oi
ew Mexloo, In both lite, nre and accident
Insurance.

(HOT

W. R. PRICE, Proprietor.

W. A.
A HAWKINS,

T. V. Cohway,

DENTISTS.
D.W.MANLBT,
Dentist. Office, Southwest Corner of Plaza,
over Fischer's Drug Store.
.

SOCIETIES.

H. S. KAUNE & CO

i

mm

Fi!

resh Oysters, Fish, Poultry of all Kinds

BICYCLE
FOE.

. .

-

e

LEXINGTON CYCLE CO.,

ANTONIO JOSEPH. Prop.,

iBmifipni

to
.

I ISE THEMSELVES

Are the only kind that pay for the cost of
Gro wing and Marketing. Send lor Wholesale and Retail Price List.

i
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Few Mexico
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THE EQUITABLE
ASSURANCE

LIFE
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SOCIETY

OF THE UNITED STATES.
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Nate Goldofi,
John L. Zimmerman, Scribe.

'

if.
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.u.

-

President.

P.

AZTLAN LODGE No. 8, I. O. O. F., meet
every Friday evening- in Odd Fellows hallSan Franolsoo street. Visitlns brothers welC. E. BOHTON, N. G.
Mims.

John

C.

Siabs, Secretary.
ZEC- -

OB1

IP- -

P. Regular
every ruesaay evening at i.w o im
meeting
at Castle hall, Visiting knights given a cor- AliKX. UJSAO,
dial welcome.
Chancellor Commander.
Lis Mukhlbisen,
K.of R.and S.

SANTA FE LODGE No. 2, K. of

A.. O. TJ.

W.

GOLDEN LODGE No. 3, A. O. U. W., meets
every second and fourth Wednesdays, 8 p. m.

John

Recorder

C. Seabs,

EDGAR L. HEWETT, Pres.

LAMOGQRDO

SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.

Mexico.

new

trie City of Mwwwim
AMY

KIND

CLIMATE

OF

SJV

U

WANT!

TVUAKOS
VAU.SV

LATCAU
CONNCCTC

kwo Plain.'

YOU

THE

'

THE

6ACBAMINTO
MlLlf

MMMTMM

RAILWAY,

"Tt
MOUNTAINS
eACflAMmlU
Onnd Soray, Superb. Wuim, Oiy Winlcr Onnate.
VHireB.
.PURE WOUHTIMM
Fciilt rtwf Lamls.enl AUsshst 6snwl QttovrceS,
'

COMBmto wni m Mountains
IT It THC ;'
:fr

ililHIillUNHMS.
Fru
end

fhrntstccute
h llowrtlini of trills lAnrts
alwndani' ranM , tin M1anikcfvrij
fruif Giwin smtmI DuSinsst Cfisnmj
.
W all k'mds ,
.
AT THIJ TIWIVING UTM OTT

LAMOGQRDO.
ON

the unc or tic nmsoiNwruuTimi!!

MAGAZINE AND LAW

(

leury
W

C.

MYRTLE RBBEKAH LODGE, No. 9.1.0. 0.
F. : Regular meeting first and third Tuesday
of eaoh month at Odd Fellows' hall. Visiting
brothers and sisters welcome.
Mbs. Hattie Waoneb, Noble Grand. Miss Tebsie Call, Secretary. ;

n
The iTimmer Heuse

President.

3?1.

.

GRANT RIVENBURG, Prop.

11
"

O. O.
SV

SANTA FE NURSERY.

it

'i

I.

Normal School
LAS

.t!

1''-

J.B.Bkady, B.C.

Addison Walker,
Kecoraer.

Solid comfort.

139

Choice Fruits

1

Santa Fe Commandery N o.l,
E. T. Regular conclave fourth
Monday in eaoh month at Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.

CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT No. 3, 1. O. O.
seconu unu
F.i Regular communication tne at
Odd
fourth Tuesday of eaoh month
welcome.
patriarohs
hall; visiting

At.,

c

Ahthuh Skligman.
Secretary.

Solid track.

ARE YOU IN DOUBT

I

Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, K. A.
Regular convocation seoond
Monday in each month at Masonic Hail at 7 :30 p. m.
Addison Wai.kkk,
H. P.
M.

LODGE
PARADISE
HO. 2, 1. 1J is. E , lueei.
raevery Thursday eveu-7in- e
at Odd Fellows'
hall. Visiting brothers always welcome.
F. C. WESLEY, N. G,
H. W. SxilviNS, Recording Secretary.

10-22n-

OUR TREES

Secretary.

HIGH GRADE

IP o del

!''

J.B.Bkady,

"'""

Received Twice a Week.
WANT

Montexuma Lodge No. 1, A.
F. A A. U. Regular communication first Monday in
eaoh month at Masonic Hall
at 1 :a0 p. m.
ABTHUB TIOYLE,
W.M.

00K

BIIDINIt

or ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
New Ueiican

Printing Company,
Santa Fe - - - N. M,
StndfbrStjrlMMiPrtM..

Still More Counterfeiting'.
The secret scrvico has miearthod another band of counterfeiters and secured
a large quantity of bogus bills, which
are so cleverly executed that the average person would never suspect them of
being spurious. Things of great value
are always selected by counterfeiters
for imitation, notably" the celebrated
Hostctter's Stomach Hitters, which has
many imitators, but no equal for indigestion, dyspepsia, constipation, nerThe
vousness and general debility.
Hitters sets things right in the shom-ucand when the stomach Is in good
order it makes good blood and plenty of
it. In this manner the Bitters get at
the seat of strength and vitality, and
restore vigor to the weak and debilitated. Heware of counterfeits when
buying.
Swapped Luxuries.
Johnnie, did you take your cough
medicine regularly in schoool, as I told

With mechanical stokers 40 men will
accomplish the same work and hardly

NEW BIG POWER HOUSE.
Vast Plant Designed For a New
York Railroad Company.
WILL BE THE LAEGEST KNOWN,

Engine. Will Be the Mint Powerful Ever Grouped In a Single Station on Land and Over Twice a.
Powerful a. Those of the Largest
Ocean Liner Some Feature, of the
Plant.
The general designs for the new power house for the Third Avenue Railroad
company of New York have recently
It

been made public. The power house
will be the largest structure of its kind j
in tho world and within its walls will
Tarred and Feathered.
be generated a greater amount of power
Vigilant You don't fcel quite so gay than kas ever been produced before at
as you did, perhaps.
single station. The most enormous
The Victim On tho contrary, gents, any
engines that man uses for single purI feel like a bird. Life.
poses are those which drive the ocean
greyhounds that ply between New York
and Europe. Of these the biggest develop about 30, 000 horsepower.
Within the walls of the new Third
AND MANHOOD avenue power house there will be massed
l Cures Im potency Night Eminioos and waiting
engines and boilers capable of producing
l di teases, all effects of felf'abuse, or excess and
more than three times as much power
.wat
and
blood'builder.
r indiscretion. A nerveonic
Mi,
as this and clustered about them all the
fire
of
mail
wNw
By
youth.
I itorea the
50o pel needed devices for sending that power
fa
boii 6 bora for $2.50; with a written
out over many miles of tracks to propel
WllPW guarantee to cure or refund the money.
limit mMlcal Co., Clinton 3cktw it., ewcago. street cars. From this one center cars
Ireland's Pharmacy, sole agent, Santa will be propelled from the postoffice to
the Harlem on Third avenue, from the
Fo, N. M.
East river to the Hudson and over the
miles of ramifications of the routes of
d
the
street, Manhattanville
Primed For Gossip. x
Amsterdam avenue line, for miles
and
Bacon That woman going along on over the tracks of the One Hundred and
tho other side looks as if she knew it
street and Tenth avenue
Twenty-fiftall.
route to Fort Qeorge and again above
Egbert I guess she does; she's been
down calling on my wife. Yonkers that to thu city line at Yonkers over the
new routes to bo built and finally over
hiatesmnn.
the vast Huckleberry line above the
Harlem and the many extensions which
are likely soon to be made in connection
FOR MEN ONLY.
with these various systems now con&
trolled by the company.
161 ADAMS ST., CHICAGO.
The Third avenue plant will have a
Man rMlllrincr nninirnjUMd treatment Should
ault personally or by letter " Free" with the pio- number of features, involving economy
neer and only exclusive mens' specialists in United of operation, that are superior to any
states. Diseases of men made the study of a lifein the world. The designing of the house
time. Unfortunates everywhere should Immediately
communicate
with Dr. Foote of Chicago. Everygent everywhere in has been done by Westinghouse, Church,
thing confidential. Remedies
In
Cor
letters
sealed packages and
plaM envelopes.
Kerr & Co., engineers for the Westing-hous- e
respondence solicited. Latest tturgical. Medical
Electric and Manufacturing comand Electrical methods adopted. Deluging the
stomacn witnarugsaoanaoneu. ATouiurusBnHxiiu-mnndnwhich has the contract to supply
hv the unauthorized and
special
pany,
ists In Wn.tnrn tawna. fawMnnlnA BneolallstRIOcate
outside of New York or Chicago. In these cities your the whole electric and power plant. The
are safe. Unequaled treatment forall location of the plant and many other
Srlvate affairsweaknesses
Sexof the
and Nervous Systems. Impedi- important matters were determined by
ual, Reproductive
ments to marriage removed. " HypnalB." positively
removes all President Elias and Superintendent J.
purines the blood, cures syphilis andcolored
white ulcers In throat or mouth, copper
spots
on body and eruptlonson skin, also catarrh and rheu- H. Robertson of the Third.avenue road,
matism. "Vlgorala," the only permanent restorer while the designing and construction of
bdu luviguratur, gives vigor to vimi organ aim
the system for distributing the electrical
nerves, prevents and cures grip, Si per bottle,
sur o. irini uotties, eimer remeuy. u i price,
power are intrusted to Dr. Louis Duncan, who has been appointed chief engineer of the road. Tho power house
will stand on the west side of the Harlem river, accessible by water from either way, and it will cover the two
blocks between Two Hundred and Sixteenth and Two Hundred and Eighteenth streets. It will be 820 feet long
and 350 feet wide. Within it will be
divided lengthwise into two portions,
each of abaut the same shape and area,
one to be used for boilers and the other
for engines and generators, and these
two portions will be marked in the outer
design of the building.
(Effective, Feb. 1, 1899.)
The half nearer the river, measuring
320 by 125 feet, will form the
about
Coming West boiler house,
Going East
having above the boilers a
KeadDown.
Keaaup.
No. 17. No.l. great 10,000 ton coal bin. This portion
No. 2. No. 22.
7:15p
7:15p
12:05a7;:ttpLv..SantaFe..Ar.
4:00 a 12:60 a Ar.. Las Vegas. .Lv 8:30 p 1:10 p of the building will be about 100 feet
7:;i a swua Ar....Katon....i.via:iop v:uua tall. At each corner will be a low,
9:20 a 6:05 a Ar.. Trinidad ..Lv 10:30 a 7:15 a
9:40a 6:28 a Ar.. El Moro...Lv 10:05 a 6:59a square tower, while above the whole
will tower four steel stacks, each an12:30pl2:30p Ar... Pueblo. ..Lv 7:30a
2:32 p 2:32 pArCol. Springs. Lv 6:00 a
other hundred feet high. The other half
K:0nn
:00r Ar... Denver ...Lv 8:20a
11:50a 9:05 a Ar... La Junta. Lv 7:25a 4:25a of the building will be about half as
6:05 p 3:50 p Ar Dodge City Lv 12:55 a 9:40p
with its roof taking the form of its
7:00 a o :;i p Ar nansas Luy ijV s;aup 11:01. tall,
round arched steel girders, while for
9 :00p 9:00 pAr.. Chicago ..Lv 2:43a 10 :00p
On MnmlAv. WnHneHrlav. Friday and Sat
architectural effect the higher portion,
urday No. 22's connection will leave Santa Fe although roofed in the same way strucat s:50 p. m.
turally, will be built up to a square conCoining East tour. The site of the structure is of alGoing West
Head up
Bead Down
luvial sand, and over the whole area of
No. 22 No.
No. 17 No.l
3:50 p 3:50 pLv.. Santa Fe..ArlO:55p 2:10o
nearly two acres a foundation of piles
9:13
ArLosCerrillosLv
p
5:35p
The super8 :25 p 7 :25 p Ar Albuquerq'e Lv 7 :25 p 10 :45 p and concrete must be laid.
8:45 a Ar....Kincoii....Lvl2:55p
structure will be of steel frame, with
9:45a Ar.. .Deming. .. Lv 10:55 a
walls of stone, brick and terra cotta,
2:00 p Ar. Silver City.Lv 8:00a
o:u a Ar.L.as tjruoes.LiV ii:in a
and much skill has been employed to
9:50 a Ar... Bl Paso... Lv 9:50a
design it in such a way that it shall not
10:25 p
9:05 p
Lv Albuquerq'e Ar
8:05 a be a publio eyesore.
12:10 p
Ar..Aah Fork..Lv
4:40a
8:10 p
Prescott
..Lv
Ar..
The economies of design begin at the
Ar.. Phoenix ..Lv
9:20 p
10:00p
10:20 a water side, where wharfage facilities
8 :30 a
Ar Los Angeles Lv
1 :00
8:10 a
Ar. San Diego .Lv
p
for receiving coal are to be provided.
6 :45 p
ArSau Frane'coLv
;30p
Coal will arrive in barges or schooners,
and by means of mechanical hoists and
CALIFORNIA LIMITED.
conveyers it is expected to put it into
Westbound, No. 3.
the bin at the boiler house at a cost so
8:00 p , Mon., Wed., Sat.
Lv. .Chicago
12:48 a., Tties., Thti., Sun. small that it will be
Lv. .Galesburg
just about equal
Lv. . Kansas Cfty.... 9:35a., '
to the money saved on demurrage of
"
"
"
11:23 a.,
Lv. .Topeka
"
"
"
4:30 p.,
Lv. .Denver
vessels.
Few persons realize the enor'
"
Lv. .Colo. Springs.. 7;08 p.,
mous amount of coal which such a
"
"
"
8:23 p.,
Lv. .Pueblo
"
"
"
11:00 p.,
Lv. .La Junta
plant will consume. Under the best
1:40 a., Wed., Fri.,Mon.
Lv. .Trinidad
'
practice, where the loads on engines are
6:25 a.,
Lv. .Las Vegas
10:05 a.,
Ar. .Santa Fe
constant, it takes
pounds of coal
"
"
"
8:10
a.,
Lv. .Santa Fe
for each horsepower an hour. If the
" "
Ar. .Albuquerque.il :20 a., "
12:05 a., Thu., Sat., Tue.
Ar. .Ash Fork
station were run at its full .capacity 24
9:40 a.,
Ar. .Barstow
hours a day, the daily consumption
"
"
Ar. .Los Angeles.... 1:50 p., "
"
"
"
6:00 p.,
Ar. .Ssn Diego
would be about 1, 800 tons.
It is estimated, however, that the
CHICAGO LIMITED.
loads will require an average of about
Eastbound, No. 4.
840,000 horsepower, and this at two
8:10 a., Hon., Wed., Sat.
Lv....San Diego
"
"
Lv.. ..Los Angeles.... 1:20 p., "
pounds of coal an hour will require
"
"
Lv.. ..Barstow
5:40p.., "
6:20
Thu., Sun. nearly 1,000 tons of coal a day. Once
Lv .... Ash Fork
Tue.,
"
"
in the bin at the top of the boiler house
Lv.... Albuquerque... 6:15 p., ""
10:55 p.,
Ar.. .. Santa Fe
the coal is never moved again except
'
"
7:35 p., "
Lv. .. .Santa Fe
'
"
11:05 p.,
Ar....Las Vegas
by gravity. It flows down shoots to
Mon.
3:23 a.. Wed., Fri.,
Ar.... Trinidad
'
pockets at the front of each boiler, and
5:35 a.,
Ar....La Junta
"
"
from these pockets it is thrust into the
Ar.... Pueblo
9:10a., "
"
"
Ar....Colo. Springs. ..10:35 a., "
furnaces
by strong hands of iron and
"
"
"
5:00
Denver
Ar....
p.,
"
"
9:15 p., "
then moved forward from grate bar to
Ar....KannasClty
9:52
Tue,
a., Thu., Sat.,
Ar....Chieago
grate bar of the furnace by mechanical
stokers until finally at the end the ashes
and clinkers are dropped through a
CHICAGO & CALIFORNIA LIMITED.
and sent through other shoots
Trains Nos. 3 and 4, running tri- trapdoor
n their way to waiting boats, which
Chiweekly In each direction between
carry them off.
cago and Los Angeles, carry only
There are 60 boilers, each rated at
Vestibuled Pullman Sleepers, a
g
car, containing gentle- 520 horsepower, and these are arranged
men's buffet, reading and smoking room, in double rows two tiers high. There"
and barber shop, and an observation are two furnaces to a boiler, and if the
car with commodious parlor for ladies boilers were cared for in the old way it
and children; electric lights throughout would require one man to stoke each
the entire train.
boiler. Working 24 hours a day and alCHICAGO, MEXICO A CALIFORNIA
lowing for a number of boilers being
LINE
ont of use part of the time, about 180
Nos. 1 and 17 carry through Pullman firemen would be required to feed thea.
and tourist sleepers between Chicago,
Los Angeles and San Francisco. Notioe for Publication.
No. 2, eastbound, carries same equip
Homestead Entry No. 4865.1
ment, and makes close connection at
L VNDOrnci
Santa Fb,N. M.,
Trinidad with train for Pueblo, Colorado
February 14, 1899.
Springs and Denver.
Notice
li
that the following
given
hereby
No. 22 Is a local train between El Paso named settler
has filed notice of his Intention
and Kansas Cltv, carries free chair car to commute to cash and make final proof in
and Pullman Palace sleeper through support of his elalm, and that said proof will
be made before the Register or Receiver atwithout change.
Fe. N. M.. on March 2ft. 1899. via: CeaaFor time tables, Information and lit Hnntjt
rlo Quintans, for the sw it, sec. 9 I p. 18 n, r
18
e.
erature pertaining to the Santa Hi
He names the following witnesses to prove
route, call on or address,
Mscuntiniious residence upon and cultivation
'
II. S. Lutz. Agent,
of said land, vis:
Victor Rolbal, Viblan Valencia, Tomas
Santa Fe, N. M.
N.
M.
Francisco Valencia, of Howe,
W. J. Black, G. P. A..
hUtiu.L R. Otibo, '
Resist
Topeka, Kas.
you?
No, 'm; Johnnie Biidcls like It, and ho
gimme an apple for It. Puck.
,
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DR. FOOTE

DOB.
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first-cla-

buffet-smokin-

have to soil a hand. There is another
big saving possible with the mechanical
stokers which, it is probable, will be
taken advantage of. This is the use of
some of the cheaper and softer coals,
which, because of the better combustion
produced by evenly handled fires, may
be burned without giving off smoke. In
contemplation of this perhaps powerful
pumps and hose are provided in the
plans, arranged for flooding the 10,000
ton coal bin with water in case the coal
takes fire. Hard coal is not much subject to such risk.
Down in the generator room, under
its arched roof, will stand 16 of the
largest electric generators made. Each
will be rated at 8, 000 kilowatts, or 4, 000
horsepower, and each will be capable of
carrying a load 50 per cent larger than
that.
Directly connected with each
generator and standing vertically above
it will be its steam engine, each engine
rated at 6,000 horsepower. In the cen
ter of the room, high up, where every
machine can be watched, will be the
engineer's room, while straddling over
the whole room will be a traveling
crane, which can pick up any piece of
machinery in the place and carry it to
any other spot in the whole compartment. Along one side of this room, in a
gallery above the machinery, will be
the switchboard, where all the power
I 5tand Firm to Recommend
It."
currents from the dynamos will be carbeen afflicted with lung trouble for
"Ilhad
ried and from there sent forth to the two years," says Charles A. Moore, of Fivemile,
Mason Co., W. Va- " I tried all the surrounding
various distributing stations. The curphysicians, but they did me no good. After a
rents to be used will be alternating and long
period I bought a bottle of your great
Medical Discovery,1 and after taking
of high voltage.
The details aie not 'Golden
four bottles I am entirely cured, and I stand
made public, but it is said that a curfirm to recommend your great 'Discovery1 to
people afflicted with lung trouble. I uow
rent of about 10,000 volts will be used. all
feel stronger than I ever did."
At convenient points along the lines
substations will be established where
the currents will be transformed from
high voltage alternating to direct currents of 500 volts to be fed to the lines.
The multiplicity of lines and wires,
switches and indicating instruments
An Exception.
which will run to these stations will be
"There goes a public official who can
appreciated when it is remembered that
that in his case the ollioe
a separate feeder wire is to be supplied honestlythesay
num."
to every 1,000 feet or so in the parts of ought
"Who is he?"
the city where the traffic is the heaviest,
"The steward of the pestbouse. " Chie
to
such as from Sixth street
the
cago News.
on the Third avenue line. These
Wonders of Science.
details are yet to be worked out.
"Yes, littlo girl, this telescope brings
The new power house will cost about
the planet Jupiter so near you can see its
$500,000, and the machinery which it moons."
will contain and the 30 rotary convert"Do the moons come along with it?
ers at substations will cost $5,000,000. How funny I" Chicago Tribune.
As the present cable, lines of the Third
It Never Falls.
avenue road will be converted to under
Askins What kind of alarm clock have
trolley lines before the big power house
is completed, some of the converters, you?
Tacoma
My' wife's elbow.
Cynio
which are in effect dynamos, will be
connected with the machinery of the ca- Ledger.
ble power house to run the lines until
No Sale.
the main source of supply is ready.
"Are these real down pillows?"
New York Sun.
."Oh, no! They're only marked down
for the holidays." Yonkers Statesman.

a,

1

lljliienic FumlMhlnic of Modern
lledrooliiN.
Although wull hanging uf cretonne aoid
other fabrics are very ut tractive for sleeping rooms they urn far from being hygienic, as they afi'ord harborage for dust anil
microlx-K- .
or
This walls should be tinte-dthe curpapcml, the only hangings
tains and portieres, which can bo easily
taken down anil eleaneil. Doctors also declare against carpets, but us the occupant,
of a sleepinr room will ulways walk about
bHrefoot the danger of catching cold from
oold boards is probably greater than the

The

,

post-offic-

DEATH OF NOTED FOX.

Monogram Note Paper.

For Year. He Had Been a Faithful
Stand By of Eager Hunters.
George Washington, the hoary and
sporty old fox that has lived in the
South Valley hills at Valley Forge, Pa.,
for so many years and has figured in a
score or more hunts, met with a tragic
end recently by being torn to pieces by

a pack of hounds.
About a dozen members of the Perki-omePort Kennedy, 'Washington and
Black Bock hunts, with a pack of 20
hounds, turned ont the. other morning
for a hunt. After beating around the
valley kills for an hour the hounds succeeded in "jumping" old George Washington, and a lively chase followed.
Foxy did some pretty lively running
among the hills for half an hour, and
then made a break across the open
country toward New Centerville, with
the hounds in close pursuit. From Cedar
Hollow the fox made a good run through
Charlestown township and then headed
for Valley Forge, with the hounds very
close to his heels. Finding that he was
likely to be picked up in the open
stretch of country that lay before him,
he popped into a groundhog hole when
about half way back, and none too soon,
for the hounds were close on him. The
hunters got picks and shovels, and as
the hole proved shallow they uncovered
him after an hour's digging.
The fox was muzzled, and Darl Davis
of the Black Rock hunt seated him on
the pommel of his saddle and started off
for Valley Forge surrounded by the
pack. He had not proceeded far, how
ever, when the old fox made a wild leap
and went bounding among the hounds.
He had scarcely touched the ground before a dozen of the dogs were on him,
and before Mr. Davis could alight from
his horse the old fox had been nearly
torn to pieces. The hounds were driven
away, and when the hunters came up
and saw what had happened they almost cried, for they would rather have
lost a horse or cow than lost old George.
Mr. Davis secured the brush.
Old
George was a great runner and had
figured in many big hunts. He was frequently captured and kept for big drop
hunts, and while he often made narrow
escapes he always managed to save him'
self by some trick or good stroke of
luck. All regret that he was fated to
meet such an unsportsmanlike end.
Philadelphia Times.
One Among Ten Millions.
An old woman stopped a retired business man of Ebensburg, Ala., a few
days ago on the street and handed him
13.50, which she said she owed him.
The man protested he knew nothing
about it, but the old woman insisted
that it was correct, and he took the
money. He afterward hunted up his
books and found it was for a pair of
shoes sold over 40 years ago, when the
woman was a girl living at Ebensburg.
Selma (Ala.) Times.

Coal

IsARUaLR, OT1HO,
Kaglater,

Syphilitic Blood Poison
By a treatment that contain no Injurious medicines, but leaves
the yitem in aH pure anil healthful a condition an hefore contracting the disease. You can be treated at home with Ihe aiue guaranty of cure as If yuu hud coiue to the olbce.

The..
MAXWELL LARD GRANT,

CLOTH

CAPR.

danger of contracting other diseases from
a well swept carpet. The samo argument
may bo advanced with regard to bed curtains. In themselves they are said to he
unhygienic, but where the room is at all
drafty they are' a necessary protection for
the head, as a current of cold air upon the
head is a fruitful source of catarrh, bronchitis and kindred troubles.
Cretonne, being a washable goods, is
highly desirable for curtains, furniture
coverings and cushions. Japanese printed
cotton erope is also very pretty and artistic
The furniture of tho
and not expensive.
bedroom should be simple and not too
crowded, and every care should be taken
to secure good ventilation while avoiding
drafts.
A picture is given of a capo of gray
drap morveilleux, lined with satin. This
capo is composed of two pelerines mounted
on a yoke outlined with a band of sable.
The shorter pelerine is bordered with sable, which also encircles the. neck and
passes around the collar, which is also
lined with sable. Tho hat of gray velvet
Is bordered with a pulling of black satin
and is trimmed with black plumes.

Situated in New Mexico and Colorado,
On the Atchison, Topeka & Oanta Fe
and Union. Pacific, Denver & Gulf
1,590,000

Hens of Land fof Sale.

FARMING LANDS UNDER IRRIGATION SYSTKM.
In tract, 20 acres and upward, with perpetual wafer
rights cheap and on easy terms of 10 annual payments
With 1 per cent Interest Alfalfa, Grain and Fruit of all
kinds grow to perfection.
CHOICE PRAIRIE OR MOUNTAIN GRAZING Lk OS.
Well watered and with good shelter, Interspersed with
line ranches suitable for raising grain and fruits In tl.e
of tracts to suit purchasers.
LARGER PASTURES FOR LEASE, for long terms of
years, fenced or unfenced; shipping facilities over lu

railroads.

GOLD MINES.
On this Grant near Its western boundary are situated
the famous Gold Mining Districts or Elizabethtown mid
Baldy, where mines have been successfully operated for 25
years, and new rich discoveries were made In 1S95 in the
vicinity of the new camps of Hematite and Harry Bluif as
rich as any camp In Colorado, but with lots of as yet
ground open to prospectors on terms similar to, and
as favorable as, the United States Government Laws and
un-locat-

Regulation.
Stage leaves every morning,
Springer for these camps.

cieept Sundays, from

TITLE perfect, founded on United States: Patent and
confirmed by decision of the U. S. Supreme Court.
For further particulars and pamphlets applj to.

PECOS VALLEY

& NORTHEASTERN

THE MAXWELL LAND GRANT CO,

BY.

Raton, New Mexico

Time card In effect October 30, 1398
(Central Time): Leave Pecos, Tex., dail)
except Sunday at 4:00 a. va., arriving at
Roswell, N. M., at 1:00 p. m. .Leave
Koswell, N. M., daily except Sunday al
9:50 a. m., arriving at Pecos, Tex., at
8:15 p. m., connecting with the Texas &
Pacific Ry., for all points north, south,
east and west.
Stages for Lincoln, White Oaks and
Nogal leave Roswell on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 7 a. in.
For low rates and information regard-nthe resources of this valley, and the
price of lands, or any other matters of
interest to the public, apply to
D. K. NICHOLS,

FIRST CLASS IV ALL PARTICULARS.

B

THE saving of
WAY up service.

$2.00

on each ticket.

IS there free Chair Cars ?

.

Tes, lr !

VI A Niagara Falls at same price.
THE shortest and best to St. Louis.
W i3 JSaOJCI!

Cora l Agent, Denver

J. RAMSEY, JR.,
Gen'l Mgr.

C. S. CRANK,

G.P.A.

ST. LOUIS.

the

Mexican
entral
ailroad

usually quite Inconspicuous a flower and
a little bow of ribbon or a tiny plume.
The latest novelty for the hair is, however,
a little animal's or bird's head. This is
worn when the evening gown is trimmed
With fur or feathers.
Innumerable efforts have been made
during the last five, or six years to tut reduce round and square toed shoes instead
of pointed ones, but the public has systematically refused to adopt them. The
new shapes have been labeled "latest fash'
Ion" in vain. Calling them so does not
make them so, for if nobody wears them
they certainly cannot be the mode. The
pointed toe remains In vogue, and for
evening wear the high heel oontinues to bo
as high as ever.
The stage usually sets the fashion, and
In the case of the little girl's party dress
illustrated the fashion thus set Is very
pretty. The dress Is of accordion plaited
china silk, pale pink, and tho edge of the
skirt Is trimmed with a ruche of pink
mousseline de sole. The plaited blouse
has a half low neck, enotroled by a wido
collar of white silk edged with fine plaiting, which Is continued down the front In
a double jabot. The sleeves are plain,
With flaring cuffs. The' belt is of pink
atin, and a pink rose is worn at the neck.

THB

MS
NEW

FAST TRAIN

VIA THE
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EAST

AHasfiTBMH

12:03 noon
Chicago
8:80 p. m.
Detroit
Buffalo - - - - - - 6:00 a. m.
8:30 p. m,
ew York
6:60 p. m.
Boston

......

COAL & TRANSFER,

The Mexican Centra
Railway Is standard
gauge throughout and
convenoffers all
iences of modern rail

LAD I EG

fiinooraoi
DR.FILIX LB BRUM'S
Steel 1 Pennyroyal Treatment

...ineunKiiHrU
J - trOPMPTT
st mmwuij
vAaAiv'a

travel. For rates
and further Information address
way

B. J. KXIIN,
Com'l ARt., El Pao, Tei

PROPRIETOR.

JUDIC CHOLLET.

you can reach the
very heart of Me Ico.

'

D

GIRL'S DRESS.

TO New York and Boston.
GO ask your Ticket Agent,

EAST meant where the Wabash run

No expense will be spared to make
this famous hostlery np to date in
all respects. Patronage solicited.

palace

Superintendent,
Eddy, N. M.

February

N, M.

t

COOK MEDICAL COMPANY, jJSTcSr

i

Lard Orrici at Santa Fa, N.4. M.,
1899
Notice Is hereby given that the following
named settler has filed notice of his Intention
to make final proof in support of his elalm.
and that said proof will be made before the
receiver at Santa Fe, N. M on
register or1899,
vis: Antonio Urban for the
March 16,
t.H se see X, n i ne !4. seo 10, tp 16 n, r ii r.
He names the following witnesses to wove
his continuous residenoe upon and cultivation
of said land, vli!
Juan Sandoval.
Oregorio Sandoval,
Dionlolo Sandoval, of Pecos,

-

His universal success, with 30 years experience,
enables him to guarantee cures in cases he accepts
for treatment.

Co.

.

Homestead Xntrr No. 5143.

Up-

RECENTLY CONTRACTED CURED IN 48 TO 60 HOURS.
GLEET, STRICTURE, VARICOCELE, HYDROCELE, CURED TO STAY CURED.
Nerv- who b;lye
error?, excesses, overwork or mental worry. Many of yon have
MEN
III Ell 011s Debility,
nr Failing Manhood, Kifht Emissions, Inflammation of the Bladder and
unmistakable signs
Kidneys, Highly Colored Urine, Small or Weak Organs, Premature Discharge, or other
DK. COOK will guarantee
of Mental or Sexual Weaklier, which unfit you for study, business, or marriage.
bis iirowises, and
hold
to
for
WRITING
you an absolute cure and give yon A LEGAL CON'TRACT IS
bank or commercial references regarding bis financial responsibility.
Diseases Of Women aro given careful attention, and thousands who are dragging out a
miserable existence can be promptly relieved and permanently cured by consulting our Physicians.
DU. COOK'S charges are within ih ' reach of nil. Consultation free.
Address
WHITE Home treatment is sat'.sf.iclory a::J strictly confidential.

o

LET YOUR
Evidently Boston Bred.
The smart schoolboy has turned np NEXT TRIP BE
again. The teacher asked him to de- SOUTHWARD! Via
scribe the shortest route to Manila, and
the smart boy said he could get as far
as the entrance to Manila bay easy
enough, but he didn't quite know how
to get round Dewey. He went right up
to the head of the class. Boston

HottM Tor Publication.

Paid

Clonic, Nervous and Private Diseases.

DOCTOR COOK

first-clas-

)

$100,000,

his council of experienced and
skilled Physicians, is fully prepared with all scientific equipments to successfully treat

GONORRHOEA

Crepe de ohino, one of tho most dainty
and charming materials, is having an appreciative reception this winter. It composes many attractive gowns, especially
CONSTRUCTING
for evening wear, and may be plain, emTbe El Paso & Northeastern R'y
broidered or covered with applications.
llroche and damask silks and satins of
AND
great magnificence are used for ball, dinner and reception costumes. They are
Tbe El Paso & Northeastern R. R.
frequently combined with plain velvet and
are richly adorned with lace and guipure.
Leaves El Paso 10:30 a.m.; arrives
The high arrangement of tho hair now
3:00
2:30
leaves
p. m.j
p. m.;
Alainogordo
has rendered the use of large hair
arrives El Paso 0:50 p. m. At Alamo-gord- adopted
ornaments absurd, and the decoration is
s
accommodations can be
had for the famous Sacramento mountain country. The train leaving El
Paso makes connections with the T. &
P. and A., T. & S. F. For information
regarding freightand passongerbusiness
A. 8. Gkkio,
applv to
O. F. & P. A., El Paso, Tex
H. Alexander,
Ast's G. F. &V. A., El Paso,Tex.
&

Capital

Incorporated.
DR. COOK, with

Permanently Cured in ao to 40 Days

Monogram note paper is the corroc
JUDIC CHOLLET.
The
thing for private correspondence.
New Mexican Printing company can
EVENING GOWNS.
furnish the atest styles of this paper
and at very low prices. Call and see
Elegant Contained Fop Dinner and
samples.
Ball Wear.
The New Mexico Railway

When others full, consult

,
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t
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COOK MEDICAL COMPANY

THE HOUSEHOLD.

IB

ate and reliabVe core on the market. Prioe. $U)0; sent by mail.
TUIIUIIIB

BU1U

WUM

All kinds of Bough and Finished Lumber; Texas Flooring at
the lowest Market Price; Windows and Doors. Also carry on s
general Transfer Business snd deal in Uay and Orain.
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Ireland's pharmacy, sole agent, Santa
Pe, N. M.

LUC1BER AND FEED.

CHAS. W. DUDROW, Prop

We believe with its goal. Then education must be given
the Romans that to enthrone a sound no archaic meaning. It must be intermind in a sound body is good educa- preted In accordance with tho spirit of
in statecraft.
tional doctrine of our own time. These the age. And in that unfailing light,
And the great eulogist of both, in am
ideals are all well realized in that edu- wo interpret it. Education does not
of those grand sentences which com
mean today what it did yesterday. Once
cation which enshrines labor as the education
Plication of New Mexico Normal down the ages to stir the souls of men
was a word of small meaning.
said: "If we work upon marble, it wil,
the worthiest condition, It referred to the
and
happiest
of tho
University at Las Vegas Last
perish: if we work upon brass, time will
the body and trains the senses, mind with a multitude furnishing
develops
of facts and fordeface it: if we rear temples, ihey will
skill
of
and
is
hand
mulas.'
cultivates
tho
accuracy
it
Today
almightlest word
Saturday.
crumble into dust, but if we work' upon
of Judgment,
thought and the human tongue can utter. Volumes
immortal minds. If we imbue them with
do
not
suffico
libraries
to tell what
and
action and Increases earning and proprinciples, with the just fear of God,
it means.
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power.
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fellowiuen,
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education means freedom,
First of
complete and righteous living. It is the that dearestall,dream of
upon these tablets something which will
every human soul.
surest way to power in the higher lines Dowered with the
brighten to all eternity."
priceless Inheritance
to
be
ever
is
of
research.
state
If
these
illustrious
Nothe
With
of the past and Its boundless possibiliprecepts,
Objects and Success of the Institution
by the experience of the people
emancipated from its burden of pauper-Isties of the future, man comes into tho
table Gathering of Prominent Legislato whom they were addressed, a legislaand crime and imbecility, it will be world. But the glorious spirit that i;
no
this
need
have
ture
at
Enmisgivings
day
tors and Citizens Handsomely
through the training of the masses In here imprisoned knows naught of the
as to the validity or propriety of any act
the useful arts.
glorious universe without until educatertained in Meadow City.
which tends to the mental elevation of
kf:- fZX
But you are not willing that your tion
those for whom they make the laws.
"Opens the way
children shall be mere "hewers of wood
The measure of usefulness to the
Whence the Imprisoned' splendor
not
drawers
of
that
and
'
willing
Tln New Mexico Normal University commonwealth of any educational eswater,"
ft
V
may escape,"
,
a number of
A mind emancipated, a mind made
they shall merely become able to supin Las Vegas is t he crowning glory of tablishment, depends upon
conditions. For a public Institution, to
soizo the beauty of God's
to
amount
reasonable
a
ply themselves, by
truly free,
tlii' Meadow city ami the dedication of the creation and support of which the
and universe and make it all its own; to
of
and
food
with
shelter
labor,
contlie institution marked the chief event people's money is appropriated, two
clothing. You are not satisfied to have know the truth, which of Itself, makes
in the city's progress since the rail- siderations should be paramount:
them attain merely to that literary and free; to contemplate understandlngly
1.
A location, which by reason of
infinite wisdom, is the noblest work
way pushed into the valley in 18711. To
scientific and physical culture which the
ol the educator.
Education
means
inviting surroundings and convenience
mention the university, in Las Vegas of
You
for
material progress.
provides
access shall render its benefits availloyalty, the essence of patriotism. Loyaltmoans to appeal to the enthusiasm of able to the largest possible portion of
know full well the unquenchable yearn- y" to self; loyalty to humanity.
Tho
the business element and to the pride of the inhabitants; and
ing of the human soul to create the life breath of a democracy like "ours is
beautiful in form and color and sound. the intelligent loyalty of Its citizens.
;. A purpose and plan of work which
all citizens who have the cause of edushall meet and serve the most important
It is the sublimest characteristic of hu- We must attain to that or surrender
cation at heart.
revenues
principle on which our government
manity, that it has created for itself a the
The members of the Santa T'e contin- needs of tho people by whose
Education prepares for intelliit is to be supported" In short, there
of beauty in which the soul finds rests'.
realm
who
in
the exercises should be applied here, as in other matand loyal citizenship.
It should
gent
participated
Xcw Mexico Normal University at Lam Vega.
its supremest satisfaction. The spirit gent
the mind to repel falsehood and
cannot say too much for Las Vegas, the ters of public concern, tho homely
mas- prepare
can
before
unmoved
the
that
pass
the greatest
judge without prejudice. Such an edulieauty and efficiency of the school and maxim of government,
in the galleries of the Vatican, cation will correct tho criminal villlncii-tloterpieces
the painstaking efforts of the committee good to the greatest number. Judged
fluence
to
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a
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none the less applicable
This truth
unceasingly Impels
or listen without feeling, to the creaof our best
in equipped, trained and made ready for
men, so preon arrangements.
Everyone enjoyed by this standard, I feel warranted
higher moral plane. You spend the best tions of Mozart and Wagner, Is dwarfed valent in this age; public
brains and hands of those the contests and triumphs of peace
that national crimthe trip immensely and not a single 'un- saying that the New Mexico Normal their workwothe
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days and years of your, manhood in ac
shall depend for tho mental,
inal tendency which vitiates our whole
University, for whose formal dedication on whom
tories and libraries are needed, but there cumulating wealth, and then you pour in its own development. In the realm
pleasant incident marked the occasion. we
suare assembled at this time, furnishes physical and industrial development ofa is no
system of practical politics and throws
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mind
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art,
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splen it without stint into temples of learn
magic
into disrepute that most noble and
like beauty in woman its own excuse our children. It is organized uponJ. lie did cabinets
in their endeavors to look after
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premacy over all things material; the honorable
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Education means power. Ignoranco
much to the home that nourishes it; to spirits
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weight
Is helplessness.
that modern system
The hand trained to
the apostles
which are to be of lasting benefit the Bchool that educates it; to the state find happiness.
tesy from tho mightiest councilman to open for it. The proof of this depends
skill, the tongue trained- to speech, the
The education which holds that none of the results
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turn,
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employe. The, moment any not upon tho opinion of any man. furnprotects
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The majestic tide of human feeling mind trained to logical reasoning, this
powers and faculties of human beings
of the visitors gave evidence of being actual results already shown have
Therefore, while we, as the agents and existence to childhood.
Is power and this is education.
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It the best born man may well shrink
attention to muscle as
mittee would be found on the trail with
Opening its doors live months ago, in to hand as well as brain; wnich teaches done our part in providing these ad child; if such haB been its part of the had its masterly portrayers in every age. from responsibility may not aspiro to
a carriage ride to points of Interest or an unfinished building, this institution
not endure save mlrable equipments, as to which wo can development of civilization, well may Homer and Dante and Shakespeare eminence and honor.
some form of amusement outlined ready began with an attendance of 04 pupils, that a sound mind can
have enshrined it in immortal verse and
undertakes to justly say,J"If you wish a monument, look the
Education moans purity. It menus
question of what shall be the diar
for execution. If the gentlemen res- tho largest first enrollment shown by in a sound body; which
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and responsibilhave perpetuated it in classic soul is an inheritent appreciation of tho
a ny sleep or rest, It must have been after Since then the attendance
has gone on tically tit for the duties
of the parent, the Angelo
so that they, in their laborers, that the people must after all profound attention
in madieval cathedrals. Ra- good. If vice prevails, It Is because tho
and
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the guests had departed for home and not increasing until it has now reached the ities of citizenship; fathers
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and the statesman. In creating
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begin to lag depend for the
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of that mighty army learning
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Legislative members in attendance nuite up to the standard of admission
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Into
belong
to the high you
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task until It is completed and well done,
sider at once the character of education
were: Councilman J. M. Valdez, J. A. into its normal school. This attendance carry this nation forward
successful
achievement.
tend
That
demupon
not for the sake of the Immediate end,
to be developed by this institution. It oratorio. Genius in ar has nobly
Ancheta. and M. Martinez; Major Max is larger than that of any other institu- destiny that lies before it.
met
tide!
will
do
with
this
responsibility
onstrated the transcendental character but to reveal to him tho supremacy of
It Is willi such ends in view that our ity and
Luna, speaker of the house and Repre- tion in the territory, in equivalent
honors and has been created a normal university. of
and
the
that
courage,
the human mind. The inspiration of his will to form the unyielding habit.
sentatives It. P. Barnes, T. D. Leib.Col. grades.
legislators have created and endowed rewards ol taltntul and intelligent ser Its name implies a broad field of usefulAll true men
This territory began the establish this university. And it is because they vice await you hereafter, we have a ness. As a normal school, its mission these masters is a part of our inherit- Vice Is anin Inheritance.
.laramillo, Victor Ortega, E. L. Gutierovercoming it. Education
ance. It belongs to every child that believe
rez. John K. Guver, 1. Crespin, Celso tnent of the higher seats of learning ten entertained these views of its legitimate abiding faitii, based on what we hav is to train the teachers who are to
go
lives. So we see art coming Into the trains the will to overcome and builds
Baca, A. D. Mcintosh. J. E. Wharton, years ago, and two ot them have been and only proper scope and function, that already seen. In this belief, with the into our
the ideal life within tho soul. It makes
primary and secondary schools.
Frank Staplin and Ramon de Herrera.
in active operation for eight years, with the regents to whom its organization assurance of our
schools, and every child given the op- the home the shrine of
sympathy
purity. The
Wives of members who were present provisions for maintenance from the was entrusted have seen fit, even upon and support, and with our most earnest It thus becomes the school of the peoto
his
artistic
powers.
develop
portunity
father who creates it and preserves It
were: Mesdames Jaramillo, Crespin, public funds far in excess of anything at a slender foundation of meager resources good wishes to you and those who are to ple.. It touches the lives and homes of
of
kind
us
the
Let
then,
summarize,
fuwith his life; the mother who glorifies it
Gutierrez.
our command. JNevertlieless, tins jor and scanty means, to build for the
labor with you, wo now commit to you all. As It sends teachers into the comOther persons in attendance were: mal University, in less than a year, ha: ture rathe'r than for the present. It was hands and keeping the future of this mon schools it sends its life blood into education that we intend to offer to the with her love; the child who transfigures
of
shall
be
It with joy, makes up the cultured homo.
that
Mexico.
It
Solicitor General E. L. liartlett, Profes- already exceeded both of them in that never tho intention of the legislature, university.
the commonwealth. It is truly the heart youth of New
Education has revealed the child's placo
In poshim
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shall
put
character
sor C. L. Ilorrick, of the Albuquerque which is the ultimate test of usefulness and if it had been so, it would have been
L.
President
Hewitt'
of
the public.
Edgar Edward
of
session of his rightful inheritance in lit- in nature. It has crowned womanhood
University, John S. Clark, Esq., Manuel to the public, viz: the number of its pu an unworthy and illegitimate exercise a address was considered by his listeners
But the human mind cannot find a
established her throne.
C. do Baca,
erature, scienpe and art. It shall pro- andEducation
superintendent of public pils wiio avail themselves of its oppor its power, to create with public funds
the most masterful educational talk resting place in the archives of civilizameans finally, the pcrfec-tioif'instruction. Judge S. Alexander, of So- tunities. 1 make this statement not for mere high school for the town of Las
toward
continuous
for
his
vide
growth
corro and C. B. Llewellyn.
the purpose of boasting of it, nor with Vegas. But it was rightly to be inferred ever delivered in the territory. It Is well tion. It is not enough that we may at- physical, intellectual and moral perfec- believesthe nature of man. to He iswho
inthat he has attained
it,
The visitors are loud' in their expres- the attention of drawing odious com- that the intention was to build up a worthy of repetition, and is as follows tain to the culture of our historic past.
influIn assuming the presidency of this in The horizon broadens. The student of tion. It shall be of that broad and uni- deed of narrow vision. Only in man's
sions of gratitudo to the committee and parisons with our neighbors and friends. school of wide and
versal character which will take the supremest moments Is it given to him to
if any of the members of the council to whom wo wish all prosperity and suc- ence, with aims and purposes worthy of stitution, my first duty is to correctly
must be armed with all the appli- mind of
every individual as an energy, catch glimpses of a glorified self. Only
and house who voted for the appropria- cess, but to simply emphasize my point its name, and holding out to tho people interpret the will of the commonwealth today
ances
for
modern
scientific investigawith all the possibilities of past when transfigured by the emotion that
tion for the completion of the building that notwithstanding the establishment of the whole territory benefits for which that created it, the citizens who main
potent
tion. Laboratories must be equipped
and coming generations, and set it free rises from the unknown, and sweeps tho
possessed qualms relative to the advisa- of these other institutions, there yet re- it might justly claim their approval and tain it and the regents who, in the name
can he comprehend
bility of tho action their misgivings are mained a place unlilled in the educa support. Therefore this building was of the state, are responsible for its or and scientific research promoted if our to realize and actualize its own Individ soul into the infinite,
the possibilities of men. It Is the subyoung men and women are to attain to ual
now dispelled and they feel a just pride tional economy of this territory: and to designed upon a plan and of dimensions
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The
powers.
,i i nd ganization.
with the
commensurate
in tho knowledge that they aided one of
geneialization of modern science
humanity's full stature, No education well expressed in that remarkable pas limest
that through the uncounted ons the
In addressing myself to this question is sound and liberal until it has
tho most deserving and meritorious of facts, that the New Mexico Normal needs of the future state of New Mexapprewhere
"Marble
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in
Faun,"
creative power has wrought to ovolvo a
educational institutions in the terri- University is the right school in the ico. A structure, which, while afford- I have looked first to this massive pile hended the great achievements and the sage
Hawthorne says that the task of the being of inllnito possibilities and that
for carrying out its of stone. Its solidity and ruggedness
tory.
right place. That this rapid develop ing the facilities most
of
science.
of
The
great
problems
study
is the final effort of tho
education
efficient manner, speak of the eternal hills from whence
Members of the legislature and guests ment will go on, tliero need not be the purposes in the
sculptor is not by carving, to impress
who were unable to be present and ten- slightest doubt. It requires not the will also by its very presence and impos- it came. Its architecture displays the the mighty manifestations of the power figure upon the marble, but rather, by creative wisdom to finish and perfect
and grandeur of Nature is no less alhis word.
dered their regrets to the committee gift of prophecy, but only a slight ac- ing appearance stand an ever present wisdom and
artistic sense of a master luring and ennobling than the study of the touch of genius, to set free the glo
were Governor M. A. Otero, Colonel J. quaintance with the history of schools witness in tho view of thousands from
There is nogrander subject for human
of
cold
the
the
rious
form
that
grasp
Francisco Chaves, president of the coun- like this to assure us that the progress other states who yearly pass to and fro who has comprehended the past and ap the majestic progress of man. The stone
effort than the work of the schoolmaster,
imprisons.
'as
the
future.
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first
truth
New
to
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decil and lion. James S. Duncan, who
lie doals with human nature; with that
study of history and literature and lanalready begun will continue, until the through the territory,
This brings me to tho third great ad which tho creative energy has wrought
voted the time in Santa Fo to work on limit of our present facilities is readied. Mexico may be found on tho question of that I recognize is, you have not built guage has enriched and refined and
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and
it
ministrative
was
very
Therefore
it
that
ror
education.
problem
the appropriation bill.
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For all schools, the normal is tho one public
lour needs are idealized the human mind, but the
yourselves.
Ineffably beautiful and marvelous. Tho
Who are competent to bo the perfection of humanity Is his work. It
The dedicatory exercises were witnes- which stands nearest to tho people. To when public funds were found to bo transitory, yet you have built this for
of science has kindled and eman- simple.
teachers of the child? It Involves the is "the dream of the poet, the lesson of
sed by fully 000 people. Tho hall was tho average American citizen there is inadequate, public spirited citizens, out all time. When every hand that con study
cipated and actuated it. History only selection of the faculty for this univer
crowded to the utmost and many people no object so dear as the education of of their private means, made up the tributed
priest and prophet, tho inspiration of
towards its creation carries us back to where the human
sity and also the question of who shall the artist," Then for his guidanco . ho
stood in the corridors during the entire his children. It is his pride, almost to amount required to finish and equip the shall haveaught
been
for
dust
this
ages,
hand commenced to record the human this institution, in its capacity as a can but look to the Infinite Ppwer, tho
ceremonies. A splendid orchestra fur- the point of mania, to give them in this building, advancing tho money to the
nished the initiatory music. The first respect something better than lie him- territory until such time as it should be structure will stand, as it does today, thoughts in conventional characters, normal school, send out to become the Infinite Wisdom, and tho Infinite Love.
number on the program was a piano self enjoyed.
Tho log school house, able and willing to reimburse them. an epitome and a prophecy of civiliza but anthropology takes us even farther teachers of our normal schools. The
In the evening, between the hours of
of
duet by Miss Jiessie Cooley and Mr. Max with Its Webster's spelling book and This was done without ostentation. tion.
back to the age before the human first are to be teachers of teachers. Theyis 8 and 9:30 o'clock, a reception was held
It
need tho touch
genius.
Then the conclusion is, this institu tongue struck
Nordhaus. The Oratorio society followed Ray's arithmetic, for text books, was Even the local press had never given any
doubly
speech, before human conceded that the vast schools of the in the university and all the friends of
with "America" in which the audience good enough for ' him, but for his complete account of the transaction. tion does not exist for you; it exists for
lips had formed-- word, before the hueducation were invited.
children, there must bo tablets and It was done by the people of this com- the children who now live, and for those man form had stood erect and faced the country with their vast libraries, labora
joined. Tho Very Rev. James II.
tories, museums and art galleries, are
The banquet tendered the governor
pronounced" tho invocation after maps, charts and models, libraries and munity, first, that this great work might who in coming time shall live, In New
world to conquer and illume it with the the centers where tho world's culture is and members of the
which the Oratorio society rendered laboratories, and stately buildings to not be longer delayed; and second, to Mexico. You
legislature in the
of
as
the
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where
in
reason.
power
of
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developed
of
available,
Then
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Gunoud's "Praise Ye tho Father." Hon. contain them all, In comparison with prove tho wisdom
light
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evening at the Hotel Casteneda was at
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Is
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is
It
whero
character
in
a
where
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takes up the search for the origin of
Frank Springer, president of the board which the humble equipments of his locating this
place
I have so interpreted the spirit of the man and the
the young men and women who have tended by nearly 100 guests. Following
Tlie
of regents of the school delivered the youth would be historic curiosities
In its objects are so well appreciated.
development of life and he availed
themselves of those opportunl are the toasts and names of the gentle
address of dedication and Professor Ed- some places, indeed, they are preserved people of Las Vegas and vicinity, in people who have created this school who would assert that the
quest has
stood the test of the re men responding: "The Governor of
gar L. Hewitt, president of tho Univer as such. I well remember, on a visit 1 thus advancing nearly 50 per cent, of That spirit has dominated our legisla been in vain must battle against a host. ties, who have
quired years of discipline and develop New Mexico," Hon. E. L. Bartlett;
sity followed, with tho presidential ad- once mado to the famous and ancient the cost of this building, did so with the tive assembly.
But man would know more than the ment, who have finally emerged, ap
dress. The oratorio society then fur- college of Eton, in England, being shown full knowledge that no legal obligation
"The
Hon. John R. Guyer;
It has prevailed in every act of this record of his own ascent.
He would proved mentally and morally in highest "New Legislature,"
nished Fannlng's "Daybreak'" and Hon. in the midst of all the splendid struct- was incurred for its redemption, and board of
Mexico.and the Patriotism of Her
no instance has
In
regents.
E. L. liartlett, in behalf of the governor ures erected there as lit surroundings that they might never receivo back a
learn the history and the structure of terms by great teacners wno nave put
made an excellent extemporaneous ad- to the Queen's palaco. the old, original single dollar. But it is a pleasure to self or sect or party or prejudice been the planet on which he makes his home. tlielr powers to tne most searcmng tests, People," Major Maximiliano Luna;
dress. Major Maximiliano Luna's name form room, installed by England's ear- record the, fact that tho legislature of manifest. This thought has been upper We marvel when we think of the in- and thoroughly tried their metal, are by "Higher Education in New Mexico,"
their culture, tneir perseverance, meir Professor C. L. Herrlck; "The Common
met with a storm of applause and he liest educator, Henry the Sixth. There New Mexico, by an almost unanimons most, that all that the human race has scrutable
Sphinx, silently facing the aspirations best lit tea to Deeouie teacn Schools," Hon. R. P. Barnes; "Las Ve
was responsible for a dissertation that wore the rude benches of tough oak, put vote, has recognized the high motive and wrought out, with infinite toil and paEgyptian dawn for centuries, and final ers. Accordingly the greatest of these gas as an Educational Center," Hon. O.
will long be remembered by the good together with pegs, and ornamented
legitimate public purpose or this act, tience, is the inheritance of every child
The Oratorio with the carvings of centuries, whittled by providing for reimbursement of tho that lives. It belongs to the child of ly yielding up Its secrets, even the centers of learning, oast, west, north A. Larrazolo; "Woman," Colonel R. E.
people of Las Vegas.
of sturdy English money within such reasonable time as New Mexico as well as to the child of words of its builders. Then think of and south were looked to, to furnish the Twltchell; extemporaneous educationsociety gave Tannhauser's "Hail Bright by the pocket-knive- s
Abode,'' and the Rev. George Selby pro- boys in the cause, not of art, but of mis- tho condition ot puwic nuances would Massachusetts, and he shall be brought these eternal hills, yielding up to the faculty of this school. And it is not al speech, Hon. Manuel C. de Baca.
nounced the benediction.
and of considered sufficient that a teacher for
chief. Tho venerable spot was the holy warrant. Not only has this been done, into
geologist the Btory of this
The Las Vegas Oratorio Society cre
possession of it. Furthermore, the life that has inhabited planet, hold- this Institution shall be merely the
President's Springer's
address was of holies in that temple of learning, and but a ma jority of the legislature have
after
it,
within It. the most sacred object of all, honored us by coming here today, to that, having that inheritance in his ing it securely through time that we no highest typo of scholar. The highest ated a genuine sensation and gave the
gracefully rendered and enthusiastically
of manhood and womanhood Is re visitors the impression that it Is one of
received. It is given bolow:
was pointed out to me the altar on which glvo to this occasion the endorsement possession he shall be given a chance to
estimate in eons, but designate type
Ladies and Gentlemen: The Inaugu- these guileless youth did frequent and of their presence, encouragement and extend the scope of human knowledge longer
scholarship and sound the' most worthy Institutions of the
quiredsound
in
terms
of
The
infinity.
physicist character. We want those of broad Meadow
ration of a school of learning is the tearful sacrifice, a well shaped oaken sympathy; and thus giving to the inau- and human power; to become a living only
City and the voices of excepmatter
into
and kindly personal in
dynamic systems, sympathies
lighting of a new lamp along tho path- block, ttod to the form of a kneeling boy guration of this institution not only factor in the life and progress of the na analyzes
tional quality. The society is under the
Energy is will. He speaks to the un fiuence, who have
apprehended the directorate
way of civilization and progress. How on which for nearly five centuries tho their official sanction, but their personal tion.
of Professor J. Graham
bright its light shall be, how long and greatest poets, statesmen and soldiers support as well. I congratulate the This, then, is the premise on which is seen forces of nature and they obey. problems of human life; who appreciate
and the high degree of proficienhow well it shall illumine the way, will of England had received, at the vigorous legislature upon the fortunate compleThe astronomer announces the instant the power of social intercourse Due are
based the theory of administration for
the tion of a work, which will be a memorial
of the sun's eclipse ages and ages in the superior to social distractions; who love cy attained by the Institution demondepend upon tho liberality and far- hand of muscular
chiltruth and reverance duty; who are inde strates that he Is a musician of rare
sightedness of those who are charged rudiments of a sound English education to their progressive spirit, and will re- this school that it exists for the
r,
future. He weighs the
thouglr
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